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The definitive biography of a larger-than-life president who defied norms, divided a nation, and
changed Washington foreverAndrew Jackson, his intimate circle of friends, and his tumultuous
times are at the heart of this remarkable book about the man who rose from nothing to create the
modern presidency. Beloved and hated, venerated and reviled, Andrew Jackson was an orphan
who fought his way to the pinnacle of power, bending the nation to his will in the cause of
democracy. Jackson’s election in 1828 ushered in a new and lasting era in which the people, not
distant elites, were the guiding force in American politics. Democracy made its stand in the
Jackson years, and he gave voice to the hopes and the fears of a restless, changing nation
facing challenging times at home and threats abroad. To tell the saga of Jackson’s presidency,
acclaimed author Jon Meacham goes inside the Jackson White House. Drawing on newly
discovered family letters and papers, he details the human drama–the family, the women, and
the inner circle of advisers– that shaped Jackson’s private world through years of storm and
victory.One of our most significant yet dimly recalled presidents, Jackson was a battle-hardened
warrior, the founder of the Democratic Party, and the architect of the presidency as we know it.
His story is one of violence, sex, courage, and tragedy. With his powerful persona, his evident
bravery, and his mystical connection to the people, Jackson moved the White House from the
periphery of government to the center of national action, articulating a vision of change that
challenged entrenched interests to heed the popular will– or face his formidable wrath. The
greatest of the presidents who have followed Jackson in the White House–from Lincoln to
Theodore Roosevelt to FDR to Truman–have found inspiration in his example, and virtue in his
vision.Jackson was the most contradictory of men. The architect of the removal of Indians from
their native lands, he was warmly sentimental and risked everything to give more power to
ordinary citizens. He was, in short, a lot like his country: alternately kind and vicious, brilliant and
blind; and a man who fought a lifelong war to keep the republic safe–no matter what it took.
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warMargaret O’Neale Timberlake Eaton (1799–1879) widow of John Timberlake of the U.S.
Navy and wife of John Henry EatonJeremiah Evarts (1781–1831) corresponding secretary of
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, author of the “William Penn” essays
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the rights of the IndiansAndrew Jackson (1767–1845) seventh president of the United
StatesRachel Donelson Robards Jackson (1767–1828) wife of Andrew JacksonAmos Kendall
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congressman, physician, botanist, and crucial Jackson ally in the nullification crisis with South
Carolina in 1832–33Roger B. Taney (1777–1864) attorney general, secretary of the Treasury,
chief justice of the U.S. after John MarshallMartin Van Buren (1782–1862) governor of New York,
secretary of state, vice president after Calhoun, and eighth president of the United StatesDaniel
Webster (1782–1852) lawyer, congressman, and senator from Massachusetts; a supporter of
Jackson’s on the question of the Union, Webster opposed the president on almost everything
elsePROLOGUE: WITH THE FEELINGS OF A FATHERThe White House, Washington, Winter
1832–33IT LOOKED LIKE war. In his rooms on the second floor of the White House, in the
flickering light of candles and oil lamps, President Andrew Jackson was furious and full of fight.
He had just been reelected to a second term as America’s seventh president, and South
Carolina was defying him. He hated it, for he believed to his core that the state was about to
destroy the nation. For Jackson, the crisis was not only political. It was personal. Four hundred
and fifty miles down the Atlantic seaboard from Washington, in Charleston, radicals were raising
an army to defend South Carolina’s right to nullify federal laws it chose not to accept—the first
step, Jackson believed, toward secession, and the destruction of the Union. “I expect soon to
hear that a civil war of extermination has commenced,” Jackson said, musing about arresting the
Southern leaders and then hanging them.Gaunt but striking, with a formidable head of white
hair, a nearly constant cough, a bullet lodged in his chest, Jackson, sixty-five years old that



winter, stood six foot one and weighed 140 pounds. Over a midday glass of whiskey in the White
House with an old friend, Jackson pounded a table as he pondered the crisis: “By the God of
Heaven, I will uphold the laws.” Week after week, he threatened to field a powerful force, and he
knew who should lead them. “When everything is ready, I shall join them myself,” Jackson
said.At Boston’s Faneuil Hall, Daniel Webster, the great Massachusetts senator, rallied to the
president’s defense, denouncing South Carolina’s defiance in epic terms: “It is nothing more nor
less than resistance by force—it is disunion by force—it is secession by force—it is Civil War!”
The danger was real, for there was nothing foreordained about the future of American
democracy in the Jackson years. The nation itself, dating from the Declaration of Independence,
was barely half a century old. Now, as Jackson began his fifth year in the White House, the
United States might collapse into fratricidal conflict, and foreign powers—always a threat—
watched with anticipation. In a private letter in the winter of 1833, Richard Wellesley, the Marquis
Wellesley and elder brother of the Duke of Wellington, hoped for “the dissolution of the American
confederacy, which I think would be a great benefit to the civilized world.”Dispatching troops and
a warship, the Natchez, to Charleston, Jackson, the general whose steadfastness in adversity
and against the British in the War of 1812 had earned him the nicknames “Old Hickory” and “the
Old Hero,” was determined to keep America together. He loved the Union with a consuming
devotion. In the radicals’ camp, Robert Woodward Barnwell, a South Carolina congressman,
passed along reports that Jackson was set on war if the state defied him. “Nothing but blood will
satisfy the old scoundrel,” Barnwell said. Jackson’s own vice president, John C. Calhoun, had
resigned and taken up South Carolina’s cause. Though the immediate issue was money—South
Carolina felt oppressed by federal tariffs, which it wanted to lower—the real question, everyone
knew, was about power, and ultimately about slavery. If Jackson won the showdown, then
Washington would be stronger and the South weaker, and a stronger Washington meant a
greater threat to the future of what Calhoun called “the peculiar domestic institution of the
Southern states.”Watching the crisis grow, Webster said, “I am prepared any day to hear that
matters have come to blows in Charleston.” It was rumored that excited radicals in South
Carolina were buying medals emblazoned “John C. Calhoun, First President of the Southern
Confederacy,” and readers of the Columbia Telescope in the state capital considered this fiery
plea: “The present is not a time for cold temporizing policy.… THIS UNION MUST BE
DISSOLVED.”To save the country required strength, subtlety, and a sure sense of what the
broader American public wanted. “I will meet all things with deliberate firmness and
forbearance,” Jackson said, “but woe to those nullifiers who shed the first blood.” He would be
patient, but he would do what it took. His blend of solicitude and sanction reflected his view that
politics was at once clinical and human, driven by both principles and passions that he had to
master and harness for the good of the whole. As president, Jackson believed he bore the duties
of a father who alone carried the responsibility for protecting the nation.Jackson valued two
things in life above all others: his country and his family. He saw little distinction between the two,
and his instinct to fight and to defend both—to be a father twice over—drove him from his



obscure birth in the Carolinas to the pinnacle of power.Orphaned at fourteen, Jackson never
knew his own father, who died the year he was born. “I have been Tossed upon the waves of
fortune,” Jackson once said, and he spent his life seeking order amid chaos and authority
among men. The Revolutionary War had claimed the lives of his mother and his brothers.
Suffering those losses at such a young age, Jackson saw his life and the life of the country as
one. America, he once said, was “one great family.” In a draft of his second inaugural address in
1833, he wrote, “I feel in the depths of my soul, that it is the highest, most sacred and most
irreversible part of my obligation, to preserve the union of these states, although it may cost me
my life.”The nation, then, played a decisive role in his emotional universe. Jackson carried an
image of the Union around in his head, a vision of the United States and its people as an
extension of his own clan in which he was alternately father and son. From childhood, Jackson
was in search of a structure into which he could fit, find reassurance and stability, and come to
control. In the midst of the crisis with South Carolina in the winter of 1832–33, in a draft of his
proclamation on nullification to the people of that state, Jackson wrote, “I call upon you in the
language of truth, and with the feelings of a Father to retrace your steps.”With the feelings of a
father. Jackson’s familial vision had intriguing implications for the life of the nation. For General
Jackson, it meant that in battle he was fighting not for a distant cause but for the survival of his
own kin. For President Jackson, it meant that there was little difference between the personal
and the political. His was a White House roiled by intrigue, war, and sexual scandal, and it left a
permanent mark on the nation. This book is not a history of the Age of Jackson but a portrait of
the man and of his complex relationships with the intimate circle that surrounded him as he
transformed the presidency. The story of Jackson’s life and of his White House years is of his
long, unrelenting war to keep his family and his country safe—a long, unrelenting war that
helped shape the way we live now.ONE OF AMERICA’S most important and most controversial
presidents, Andrew Jackson is also one of our least understood. Recalled mainly as the scourge
of the Indians or as the hero of the 1815 Battle of New Orleans, he is only dimly remembered in
the popular imagination, too far out of mind to be instructive or intriguing.Yet of the great early
presidents and Founders, Andrew Jackson is in many ways the most like us. In the saga of the
Jackson presidency, one marked by both democratic triumphs and racist tragedies, we can see
the American character in formation and in action. To understand him and his time helps us to
understand America’s perennially competing impulses. Jackson’s life and work—and the nation
he protected and preserved—were shaped by the struggle between grace and rage, generosity
and violence, justice and cruelty.A source of inspiration to Lincoln on the eve of the Civil War,
revered by Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt, and hailed by Harry Truman as one of the four
greatest presidents—along with Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln—Jackson expanded the
powers of the presidency in ways that none of his six predecessors had. He was the first
president to come from the common people, not from an educated elite, and he never ceased to
see himself as their champion. He was the first to build what we would recognize as a political
party. He was the first to maintain a large circle of private advisers—what was called his Kitchen



Cabinet—to help make policy. And he was the first to insist on the deference he thought due the
chief executive as the only official elected by all the people. It was a distinction he believed made
the White House, not Capitol Hill, the center of national power and national action.The country
that Jackson presided over from 1829 to 1837 was smaller than one might think, surrounded by
once and possibly future foreign foes. There were twenty-four states in 1828. Arkansas and
Michigan would be admitted late in Jackson’s presidency, with Florida coming in just before his
death in 1845 and Texas not long after. The British had the nation hemmed in to the north, in
Canada; Britain and Russia had claims to the Pacific Northwest. The Gulf of Mexico worried
Jackson as an invasion route for a foreign power.Beyond the physical threats, Jackson saw more
oblique but no less dangerous perils. Before Jackson, power tended toward the elites, whether
political or financial. After Jackson, power was more diffuse, and government, for better and for
worse, was more attuned to the popular will. He may not have consciously set out to leave such
a legacy, but he made the case for democratic innovation and popular engagement in politics at
a time when many in Washington would have preferred that the people play the role they were
assigned at Philadelphia in the summer of 1787: as voters who cast their ballots and then
allowed intermediary institutions—from the state legislatures that elected U.S. senators to the
Electoral College, which chose presidents—to make the real decisions. Jackson wanted to give
the people a more dramatic part to play, and he rewrote the script of public life to give them
one.It would be both glib and wrong to say that the Age of Jackson is a mirror of our own time.
The cultural, political, moral, and intellectual universe Jackson inhabited has to be viewed on its
own terms. Still, there is much about him and about his America that readers in the early twenty-
first century may recognize. His was an age of fascination with politics, patriotism, gossip, and
religion; both “My Country, ’Tis of Thee” and “Amazing Grace” took root in the popular culture
during Jackson’s presidency. The America of Andrew Jackson was a country that professed a
love of democracy but was willing to live with inequality, that aimed for social justice but was
prone to racism and intolerance, that believed itself one nation but was narrowly divided and
fought close elections, and that occasionally acted arrogantly toward other countries while
craving respect from them at the same time.He was the most contradictory of men. A champion
of extending freedom and democracy to even the poorest of whites, Jackson was an
unrepentant slaveholder. A sentimental man who rescued an Indian orphan on a battlefield to
raise in his home, Jackson was responsible for the removal of Indian tribes from their ancestral
lands. An enemy of Eastern financial elites and a relentless opponent of the Bank of the United
States, which he believed to be a bastion of corruption, Jackson also promised to die, if
necessary, to preserve the power and prestige of the central government. Like us and our
America, Jackson and his America achieved great things while committing grievous
sins.Jackson was the only American president to take a bullet in a frontier gunfight, and the only
one who tried to assault his own would-be assassin. An uneducated boy from the Carolina
backwoods, the son of Scots-Irish immigrants, he became a practicing lawyer, a public
prosecutor, a U.S. attorney, a delegate to the founding Tennessee Constitutional Convention, a



U.S. congressman, a U.S. senator, a judge of the state Superior Court, and a major general, first
of the state militia and then of the U.S. Army. The glow of his victory over the British at New
Orleans in 1815—as mythic a battle as Lexington and Concord—transformed him into a fabled
figure. Popular songs were written about him; the anniversary of the victory, January 8, was a
national occasion for Jackson banquets and Jackson parades. There were darker moments, too.
He had massacred Indians in combat, fought duels, and imposed martial law on New Orleans,
imprisoning those who defied him. He had married the love of his life, Rachel Donelson
Robards, before she was divorced from her first husband. The scandal of his marriage stayed
with him through the decades, and he believed that the stress of the charges of adultery and
bigamy ultimately killed her.Commanding, shrewd, intuitive yet not especially articulate,
alternately bad-tempered and well-mannered, Jackson embodied the nation’s birth and youth.
He came from virtually nothing, yet had married into, and helped define, Tennessee aristocracy.
He could seem savage, yet he moved in sophisticated circles with skill and grace. In December
1814, with the Battle of New Orleans at hand, a leading hostess was disturbed to learn that her
husband had invited Jackson to dinner. After warning her other guests about this “wild man of
the woods,” the lady was stunned to find Jackson both elegant and charming. “Is this your
backwoodsman?” her friends asked after Jackson left. “He is a prince!”JACKSON WAS FOND of
well-cut clothes, racehorses, dueling, newspapers, gambling, whiskey, coffee, a pipe, pretty
women, children, and good company. One of his secretaries observed that “there was more of
the woman in his nature than in that of any man I ever knew—more of a woman’s tenderness
toward children, and sympathy with them.” Depending on the moment, he could succumb to the
impulses of a warlike temperament or draw on his reserves of unaffected warmth. Jackson
spoke with the accent of a provincial in the capital—yet was discriminating in his choice of wines
and favored Greek Revival architecture.He was a skilled operator, the consummate self-made
man. As an orphan, Jackson adapted to shifting circumstances and cultivated the powerful.
Dependent on others in his first years—largely his mother’s extended family, cousins and uncles
and aunts—he spent much of his life seeking both affection and deference. The roles Jackson
chose to pursue and play—frontier lawyer, state judge, military commander, foster father,
attentive uncle, American president—reflected this urge to be at once admired and in charge. He
was gloomy when people left him, even for a short time, and he could be the most demanding of
men, insisting that others bend their lives to his. His was an interesting kind of neediness, often
intertwined with sincere professions of love and regard. But in the end, when a choice came
down to what Jackson wanted or what anyone else wanted, Jackson’s will, and no one else’s,
prevailed. And like his country, Jackson’s family circle was riven with rivalries and veered
between harmony and strife.IN THE LONG winter of 1832–33, staring down South Carolina, the
president relied, as he always did, on his wife’s circle for affection and company. Rachel Jackson
was dead; her family filled the vacuum around the man they called “Uncle Jackson.” “He lived
always in a crowd,” wrote James Parton, his earliest scholarly biographer. Martin Van Buren, who
served Jackson as secretary of state and as vice president, said: “I have scarcely ever known a



man who placed a higher value upon the enjoyments of the family circle.”As he sat and stewed
over South Carolina, the president relied on his nephew Andrew Jackson Donelson, whom
Jackson had raised and hoped might one day succeed him to the presidency, to handle
correspondence and visitors. It was the most intimate of arrangements. Donelson lived with his
wife, Emily, and their children in rooms across the hall from the president in the White House,
and the Donelsons were at Uncle’s call.Attractive, young, and headstrong, fond of parties but
prone to bouts of piety, an ambitious figure in Washington society, Emily Donelson was
Jackson’s official hostess. “She was a beautiful, accomplished and charming woman,” said her
friend Cora Livingston, “with wonderful tact and delightfully magnetic manner.… Everyone was
in love with her.”Andrew and Emily Donelson were joined by Major William B. Lewis, a key
Jackson aide and a rival of Andrew Donelson’s for the president’s ear. Young people brightened
the president’s universe, too. There was the pretty Mary Eastin, a cousin and intimate of Emily’s.
The entourage included the portrait painter Ralph Earl, a favorite of the late Rachel Jackson’s,
who was called “the King’s Painter” and had his own room in the White House.In Washington,
this inner circle was augmented by the president’s Kitchen Cabinet, a shifting cast of characters
that, depending on who was doing the counting, included Andrew Donelson, William Lewis,
Martin Van Buren, journalists Amos Kendall and Francis Preston Blair, and Roger B. Taney, who
served Jackson as attorney general and secretary of the Treasury before going on to become
chief justice of the Supreme Court. A shrewd New York politician, Van Buren—he was known as
“the Little Magician”—was a widower whose lack of domestic obligations enabled him to be with
the president as often as the president wished it. Taken all in all, it was an eclectic circle, linked
by bonds of affection and roiled by jealousies and rivalries both large and small. It was, in other
words, like most families—only this one lived in the White House and shaped the private world of
the president of the United States.FEROCIOUS IN DEFENSE of the people and things he loved,
Jackson was equally fierce, and often ruthless, in the pursuit of anyone or anything he believed
to be a threat to the world as he saw it. He dominated the times, and the evidence of his strength
and the aura of his authority led some to think of him as the “Old Lion”; to others he was “the lion
of Tennessee.” In 1830 Oliver Wendell Holmes published a poem, “To a Caged Lion,” which
captures the awe with which the creatures were regarded. Holmes’s lion is “the terror of the
trembling wild” before whom “all nature shrunk.”For all his vices—and he had many—Jackson
refused to accept defeat, either in his own life or in the life of the country. Surrender was
unthinkable, for surrender meant an end to the story, and he believed America’s story and his
own were still unfolding. Jackson’s saga would end only when he was buried in the corner of his
wife’s garden in Tennessee. America’s, he insisted, would never end.“I for one do not despair of
the Republic,” he would often say, adding: “The Republic is safe.” Another aging former president
took a dimmer view. “My hopes of a long continuance of this Union are extinct,” John Quincy
Adams, the sixth president—who was the son of the second—told his diary.Steadiness of faith
was, in the long run, as illuminating and essential as sophistication of thought. The art of
leadership required both, as did the nation. Life in the arena was rough and tiring, yet Jackson



savored the fight and found solace in the unending work democracy demanded of its
champions. “I was born for a storm,” Jackson once said, “and a calm does not suit me.” It was a
good thing he felt this way, for defending and shaping America was not easy. But for Andrew
Jackson, nothing ever had been.PART ITHE LOVE OFCOUNTRY,FAME AND
HONORBeginnings to Late 1830CHAPTER 1ANDY WILL FIGHTHIS WAY IN THE
WORLDCHRISTMAS 1828 SHOULD have been the happiest of seasons at the Hermitage,
Jackson’s plantation twelve miles outside Nashville. It was a week before the holiday, and
Jackson had won the presidency of the United States in November. “How triumphant!” Andrew
Donelson said of the victory. “How flattering to the cause of the people!” Now the president-
elect’s family and friends were to be on hand for a holiday of good food, liquor, and wine—
Jackson was known to serve guests whiskey, champagne, claret, Madeira, port, and gin—and,
in this special year, a pageant of horses, guns, and martial glory.On Wednesday, December 17,
1828, Jackson was sitting inside the house, answering congratulatory messages. As he worked,
friends in town were planning a ball to honor their favorite son before he left for Washington. Led
by a marshal, there would be a guard of soldiers on horseback to take Jackson into Nashville,
fire a twenty-four-gun artillery salute, and escort him to a dinner followed by dancing. Rachel
would be by his side.In the last moments before the celebrations, and his duties, began,
Jackson drafted a letter. Writing in his hurried hand across the foolscap, he accepted an old
friend’s good wishes: “To the people, for the confidence reposed in me, my gratitude and best
services are due; and are pledged to their service.” Before he finished the note, Jackson went
outside to his Tennessee fields.He knew his election was inspiring both reverence and loathing.
The 1828 presidential campaign between Jackson and Adams had been vicious. Jackson’s
forces had charged that Adams, as minister to Russia, had procured a woman for Czar
Alexander I. As president, Adams was alleged to have spent too much public money decorating
the White House, buying fancy china and a billiard table. The anti-Jackson assaults were more
colorful. Jackson’s foes called his wife a bigamist and his mother a whore, attacking him for a
history of dueling, for alleged atrocities in battles against the British, the Spanish, and the Indians
—and for being a wife stealer who had married Rachel before she was divorced from her first
husband. “Even Mrs. J. is not spared, and my pious Mother, nearly fifty years in the tomb, and
who, from her cradle to her death had not a speck upon her character, has been dragged
forth … and held to public scorn as a prostitute who intermarried with a Negro, and my eldest
brother sold as a slave in Carolina,” Jackson said to a friend.Jackson’s advisers marveled at the
ferocity of the Adams attacks. “The floodgates of falsehood, slander, and abuse have been
hoisted and the most nauseating filth is poured, in torrents, on the head, of not only Genl
Jackson but all his prominent supporters,” William B. Lewis told John Coffee, an old friend of
Jackson’s from Tennessee.Some Americans thought of the president-elect as a second Father
of His Country. Others wanted him dead. One Revolutionary War veteran, David Coons of
Harpers Ferry, Virginia, was hearing rumors of ambush and assassination plots against Jackson.
To Coons, Jackson was coming to rule as a tribune of the people, but to others Jackson seemed



dangerous—so dangerous, in fact, that he was worth killing. “There are a portion of malicious
and unprincipled men who have made hard threats with regard to you, men whose baseness
would (in my opinion) prompt them to do anything,” Coons wrote Jackson.That was the turbulent
world awaiting beyond the Hermitage. In the draft of a speech he was to deliver to the
celebration in town, Jackson was torn between anxiety and nostalgia. “The consciousness of a
steady adherence to my duty has not been disturbed by the unsparing attacks of which I have
been the subject during the election,” the speech read. Still, Jackson admitted he felt
“apprehension” about the years ahead. His chief fear? That, in Jackson’s words, “I shall fail” to
secure “the future prosperity of our beloved country.” Perhaps the procession to Nashville and
the ball at the hotel would lift his spirits; perhaps Christmas with his family would.While Jackson
was outside, word came that his wife had collapsed in her sitting room, screaming in pain. It had
been a wretched time for Rachel. She was, Jackson’s political foes cried, “a black wench,” a
“profligate woman,” unfit to be the wife of the president of the United States. Shaken by the
attacks, Rachel—also sixty-one and, in contrast to her husband, short and somewhat heavy—
had been melancholy and anxious. “The enemies of the General have dipped their arrows in
wormwood and gall and sped them at me,” Rachel lamented during the campaign. “Almighty
God, was there ever any thing equal to it?” On the way home from a trip to Nashville after the
balloting, Rachel was devastated to overhear a conversation about the lurid charges against her.
Her niece, the twenty-one-year-old Emily Donelson, tried to reassure her aunt but failed. “No,
Emily,” Mrs. Jackson replied, “I’ll never forget it!”When news of her husband’s election arrived,
she said: “Well, for Mr. Jackson’s sake I am glad; for my own part I never wished it.” Now the
cumulative toll of the campaign and the coming administration exacted its price as Rachel was
put to bed, the sound of her cries still echoing in her slave Hannah’s ears.Jackson rushed to his
wife, sent for doctors, did what he could. Later, as she lay resting, her husband added an
emotional postscript to the letter he had begun: “P.S. Whilst writing, Mrs. J. from good health, has
been taken suddenly ill, with excruciating pain in the left shoulder, arm, and breast. What may be
the result of this violent attack god only knows, I hope for her recovery, and in haste close this
letter, you will pardon any inaccuracies A. J.” Yet his hopes would not bring her back.Rachel
lingered for five days. Jackson hovered by her side, praying for her survival. He had loved her for
nearly four decades. His solace through war, politics, Indian fighting, financial chaos, and the
vicissitudes of life in what was then frontier America, Rachel gave him what no one else ever
had. In her arms and in their home he found a steady sense of family, a sustaining universe, a
place of peace in a world of war. Her love for him was unconditional. She cared for him not
because he was a general or a president. She cared for him because he was Andrew Jackson.
“Do not, My beloved Husband, let the love of Country, fame and honor make you forget you have
me,” she wrote to him during the War of 1812. “Without you I would think them all empty
shadows.” When they were apart, Jackson would sit up late writing to her, his candle burning low
through the night. “My heart is with you,” he told her.Shortly after nine on the evening of Monday,
December 22, three days before Christmas, Rachel suffered an apparent heart attack. It was



over. Still, Jackson kept vigil, her flesh turning cold to his touch as he stroked her forehead. With
his most awesome responsibilities and burdens at hand, she had left him. “My mind is so
disturbed … that I can scarcely write, in short my dear friend my heart is nearly broke,” Jackson
told his confidant John Coffee after Rachel’s death.At one o’clock on Christmas Eve afternoon,
by order of the mayor, Nashville’s church bells began ringing in tribute to Rachel, who was to be
buried in her garden in the shadow of the Hermitage. The weather had been wet, and the dirt in
the garden was soft; the rain made the gravediggers’ task a touch easier as they worked. After a
Presbyterian funeral service led by Rachel’s minister, Jackson walked the one hundred fifty
paces back to the house. Devastated but determined, he then spoke to the mourners. “I am now
the President elect of the United States, and in a short time must take my way to the metropolis
of my country; and, if it had been God’s will, I would have been grateful for the privilege of taking
her to my post of honor and seating her by my side; but Providence knew what was best for her.”
God’s was the only will Jackson ever bowed to, and he did not do even that without a fight.IN
HIS GRIEF, Jackson turned to Rachel’s family. He would not—could not—go to Washington by
himself. Around him at the Hermitage on this bleak Christmas Eve was the nucleus of the
intimate circle he would maintain for the rest of his life. At the center of the group, destined both
to provide great comfort and to provoke deep personal anger in the White House, stood Andrew
and Emily Donelson. They had an ancient claim on Jackson’s affections and attention, and they
were ready to serve.While Andrew—who was also Emily’s first cousin—was to work through the
president-elect’s correspondence, guard access to Jackson, and serve as an adviser, Emily, not
yet twenty-two, would be the president’s hostess. Attracted by the bright things of the
fashionable world and yet committed to family and faith, Emily was at once selfless and sharp-
tongued. Born on Monday, June 1, 1807, the thirteenth and last child of Mary and John
Donelson, Emily was raised in the heart of frontier aristocracy and inherited a steely courage—
perhaps from her grandfather, a Tennessee pioneer and a founder of Nashville—that could
verge on obstinacy. It was a trait she shared with the other women in her family, including her
aunt Rachel. “All Donelsons in the female line,” wrote a family biographer, “were tyrants.”
Charming, generous, and hospitable tyrants, to be sure, but still a formidable lot—women who
knew their own minds, women who had helped their husbands conquer the wilderness or were
the daughters of those who had. Now one of them, Emily, would step into Rachel’s place in the
White House.ON SUNDAY, January 18, 1829, Jackson left the Hermitage for the capital. With
the Donelsons, William Lewis, and Mary Eastin, Emily’s friend and cousin, Jackson rode the two
miles from the Hermitage to a wharf on a neighboring estate and boarded the steamboat
Pennsylvania to travel the Cumberland River north, toward their new home. He was, as he had
said to the mourners on the day of Rachel’s burial, the president-elect of the United
States.Before he left Tennessee, he wrote a letter to John Coffee that mixed faith and
resignation. His thoughts were with Rachel, and on his own mortality. “Whether I am ever to
return or not is for time to reveal, as none but that providence, who rules the destiny of all, now
knows,” Jackson said.His friends hoped that service to the nation would comfort him. “The active



discharge of those duties to which he will shortly be called, more than anything else, will tend to
soothe the poignancy of his grief,” said the Nashville Republican and State Gazette in an edition
bordered in black in mourning for Rachel. In a moving letter, Edward Livingston, a friend of
Jackson’s and a future secretary of state, saw that the cause of country would have to replace
Rachel as Jackson’s central concern. Referring to America, Livingston told the president-elect:
“She requires you for her welfare to abandon your just grief, to tear yourself from the indulgence
of regrets which would be a virtue in a private individual, but to which you are not permitted to
yield while so much of her happiness depends upon your efforts in her service.” Jackson
understood. To rule, one had to survive, and to survive one had to fight.The travelers wound their
way through the country to the capital, passing through Louisville, Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh,
where it snowed. The president-elect was complaining of sore limbs, a bad cough, and a hand
worn out from greeting so many well-wishers. “He was very much wearied by the crowds of
people that attended him everywhere, anxious to see the People’s President,” Mary Eastin wrote
her father.Ten days into the voyage, Emily Donelson finally found a moment to sit down. For her
the trip had been a blur of cannons, cheers, and tending to colds—she had one, as did her little
son Jackson. “I scarcely need tell you that we have been in one continual crowd since we
started,” Emily wrote her mother. Their quarters were overrun by guests, and there were ovations
and shouts of joy from people along the banks of the river. The social demands of the
presidency had begun, really, the moment Jackson and his party left the Hermitage. But Emily
was not the kind to complain, at least not in her uncle’s hearing. She loved the life that Jackson
had opened to her and her husband.“You must not make yourself unhappy about us, my dear
Mother,” Emily added, sending warm wishes to her father. The handwriting was shaky as the
letter ended; the water was rough, the pace of the craft fast. “I hope you will excuse this scrawl,”
Emily said, “as it is written while the boat is running.”The speed of the boat did not seem to
bother Andrew Jackson, but then he was accustomed to pressing ahead. He was constantly on
the run, and had been all his life. For him the journey to the White House had begun six decades
before, in a tiny place tucked away in the Carolinas—a place he never visited, and spoke of only
sparingly, called Waxhaw.JACKSON GREW UP an outsider, living on the margins and at the
mercy of others. Traveling to America from Ireland in 1765, his father, the senior Andrew
Jackson, and his mother, Elizabeth Hutchinson Jackson, moved into a tiny community a few
hundred miles northwest of Charleston, in a spot straddling the border between North and South
Carolina. “Waxhaw” came from the name of the tribe of native Indians in the region, and from a
creek that flowed into the Catawba River. Though the Revolutionary War was eleven years away,
the relationship between King George III and his American colonies was already strained. The
year the Jacksons crossed the Atlantic, Parliament passed the Quartering Act (which forced
colonists to shelter British troops) and the Stamp Act (which levied a tax on virtually every piece
of paper on the continent). The result: the Massachusetts legislature called for a colonial
congress in New York, which issued a “Declaration of Rights and Grievances” against King
George III. Striking, too, was a remark made by a delegate from South Carolina, the Jacksons’



new home. “There ought to be no more New England men, no New Yorkers,” said Christopher
Gadsden of Charleston, “but all of us Americans!”Jackson’s father, meanwhile, was trying to
establish himself and his family in the New World. Though a man, his son recalled, of
“independent” means, he was, it seems, poorer than his in-laws, who might have made him feel
the disparity. While the other members of the extended family began prospering, Jackson moved
his wife and two sons, Hugh and Robert, to Twelve Mile Creek, seven miles from the heart of
Waxhaw. His wife was pregnant when the first Andrew Jackson died unexpectedly. It was a
confusing, unsettling time. The baby was almost due, a snowstorm—rare in the South—had
struck, and Jackson’s pallbearers drank so much as they carried his corpse from Twelve Mile
Creek to the church for the funeral that they briefly lost the body along the way.Soon thereafter,
on Sunday, March 15, 1767, Mrs. Jackson gave birth to her third son, naming him Andrew after
her late husband. He was a dependent from delivery forward. Whether the birth took place in
North or South Carolina has occupied historians for generations (Jackson himself thought it was
South Carolina), but the more important fact is that Andrew Jackson came into the world under
the roof of relatives, not of his own parents. Growing up, he would be a guest of the houses in
which he lived, not a son, except of a loving mother who was never the mistress of her own
household. One of Mrs. Jackson’s sisters had married a Crawford, and the Crawfords were more
affluent than the Jacksons. The loss of Mrs. Jackson’s husband only made the gulf wider. When
the Crawfords asked Mrs. Jackson and her sons to live with them, it was not wholly out of a
sense of familial devotion and duty. The Jacksons needed a home, the Crawfords needed help,
and a bargain was struck. “Mrs. Crawford was an invalid,” wrote James Parton, the early Jackson
biographer who interviewed people familiar with the Jacksons’ days in Waxhaw, “and Mrs.
Jackson was permanently established in the family as housekeeper and poor relation.” Even in
his mother’s lifetime, Jackson felt a certain inferiority to and distance from others. “His childish
recollections were of humiliating dependence and galling discomfort, his poor mother
performing household drudgery in return for the niggardly maintenance of herself and her
children,” said Mary Donelson Wilcox, Emily and Andrew’s oldest daughter. He was not quite
part of the core of the world around him. He did not fully belong, and he knew it.God and war
dominated his childhood. His mother took him and his brothers to the Waxhaw Presbyterian
meetinghouse for services every week, and the signal intellectual feat of his early years was the
memorization of the Westminster Shorter Catechism. Most stories about the young Jackson also
paint a portrait of a child and young man full of energy, fun, and not a little fury. Like many other
children of the frontier, he was engaged in a kind of constant brawl from birth—and in Jackson’s
case, it was a brawl in which he could not stand to lose ground or points, even for a
moment.Wrestling was a common pastime, and a contemporary who squared off against
Jackson recalled, “I could throw him three times out of four, but he would never stay throwed.” As
a practical joke his friends packed extra powder into a gun Jackson was about to fire, hoping the
recoil would knock him down. It did. A furious Jackson rose up and cried, “By God, if one of you
laughs, I’ll kill him!”Perhaps partly because he was fatherless, he may have felt he had to do



more than usual to prove his strength and thus secure, or try to secure, his place in the
community. “Mother, Andy will fight his way in the world,” a neighborhood boy recalled saying in
their childhood. Clearly Jackson seethed beneath the surface, for when flummoxed or crossed
or frustrated, he would work himself into fits of rage so paralyzing that contemporaries recalled
he would begin “slobbering.” His prospects were not auspicious: here was an apparently
unbalanced, excitable, insecure, and defensive boy coming of age in a culture of confrontation
and violence. It was not, to say the least, the best of combinations.His mother was his hope. His
uncles and aunts apparently did not take a great deal of interest. They had their own children,
their own problems, their own lives. Elizabeth Jackson was, however, a resourceful woman, and
appears to have made a good bit out of little. There was some money, perhaps income from her
late husband’s farm, and gifts from relatives in Ireland—enough, anyway, to send Jackson to
schools where he studied, for a time, under Presbyterian clergy, learning at least the basics of
“the dead languages.” He learned his most lasting lessons, however, not in a classroom but in
the chaos of the Revolutionary War.THE BIRTH OF the Republic was, for Jackson, a time of
unrelenting death. A week after Jackson’s eighth birthday, in March 1775, Edmund Burke took
note of the American hunger for independence. “The temper and character which prevail in our
Colonies are, I am afraid, unalterable by any human art,” he said. Within sixteen months Burke
was proved right when the Continental Congress declared independence on July 4, 1776, a
midsummer Thursday. By 1778, the South was the focus of the war, and the British fought
brutally in Georgia and the Carolinas. In 1779, Andrew’s brother Hugh, just sixteen, was fighting
at the front and died, it was said, “of heat and fatigue” after a clash between American and
British troops at the Battle of Stono Ferry, southwest of Charleston. It was the first in a series of
calamities that would strike Jackson, who was twelve.The British took Charleston on Friday, May
12, 1780, then moved west. The few things Jackson knew and cherished were soon under
siege. On Monday, May 29, at about three o’clock in the afternoon, roughly three hundred British
troops under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Banastre Tarleton killed 113 men near
Waxhaw and wounded another 150. It was a vicious massacre: though the rebels tried to
surrender, Tarleton ordered his men forward, and they charged the Americans, a rebel surgeon
recalled, “with the horrid yells of infuriated demons.” Even after the survivors fell to the ground,
asking for quarter, the British “went over the ground, plunging their bayonets into everyone that
exhibited any signs of life.”The following Sunday was no ordinary Sabbath at Waxhaw. The
meetinghouse was filled with casualties from the skirmish, and the Jacksons were there to help
the wounded. “None of the men had less than three or four, and some as many as thirteen
gashes on them,” Jackson recalled.He was so young, and so much was unfolding around him:
the loss of a brother, the coming of the British, the threat of death, the sight of the bleeding and
the dying in the most sacred place he knew, the meetinghouse. The enemy was everywhere,
and the people of Waxhaw, like people throughout the colonies, were divided by the war, with
Loyalists supporting George III and Britain, and others, usually called Whigs, throwing in their lot
with the Congress. As Jackson recalled it, his mother had long inculcated him and his brothers



with anti-British rhetoric, a stand she took because of her own father, back in Ireland. The way
Mrs. Jackson told the story, he had fought the troops of the British king in action at Carrickfergus.
“Often she would spend the winter’s night, in recounting to them the sufferings of their
grandfather, at the siege of Carrickfergus, and the oppressions exercised by the nobility of
Ireland, over the labouring poor,” wrote John Reid and John Eaton in a biography Jackson
approved, “impressing it upon them, as their first duty, to expend their lives, if it should become
necessary, in defending and supporting the natural rights of man.” These words were written for
a book published in 1817, after Jackson defeated the British at New Orleans and preparatory to
his entering national politics, which may account for the unlikely image of Mrs. Jackson tutoring
her sons in Enlightenment political thought on cold Carolina evenings. But there is no doubt that
Jackson chose to remember his upbringing this way, which means he linked his mother with the
origins of his love of country and of the common man.In the split between the revolutionaries and
the Loyalists Jackson saw firsthand the brutality and bloodshed that could result when
Americans turned on Americans. “Men hunted each other like beasts of prey,” wrote Amos
Kendall, the Jackson intimate who spent hours listening to Jackson reminisce, “and the savages
were outdone in cruelties to the living and indignities on the dead.”Lieutenant Colonel Tarleton—
known as “Bloody Tarleton” for his butchery—once rode so close to the young Jackson that,
Jackson recalled, “I could have shot him.” The boy soaked up the talk of war and its rituals from
the local militia officers and men. Months passed, and there were more battles, more killing.
“Boys big enough to carry muskets incurred the dangers of men,” wrote Kendall—and Jackson
was big enough to carry a musket.In April 1781, after a night spent on the run from a British
party, he and his brother Robert were trapped in one of their Crawford relatives’ houses. A
neighboring Tory alerted the redcoats, and soon Andrew and Robert were surrounded. The
soldiers ransacked the house, and an imperious officer ordered Jackson to polish his
boots.Jackson refused. “Sir,” he said, with a striking formality and coolness under the
circumstances for a fourteen-year-old, “I am a prisoner of war, and claim to be treated as such.”
The officer then swung his sword at the young man. Jackson blocked the blade with his left
hand, but he could not fend it off completely. “The sword point reached my head and has left a
mark there … on the skull, as well as on the fingers,” Jackson recalled. His brother was next, and
when he too refused the order to clean the boots, the officer smashed the sword over Robert’s
head, knocking him to the floor.In some ways, Andrew was strengthened by the blows, for he
would spend the rest of his life standing up to enemies, enduring pain, and holding fast until,
after much trial, victory came. Robert was not so fortunate. The two boys were taken from the
house to a British prison camp in Camden, about forty miles away. The journey was difficult in
the April heat: “The prisoners were all dismounted and marched on foot to Camden, pushed
through the swollen streams and prevented from drinking,” Jackson recalled. The mistreatment
continued at the camp. “No attention whatever was paid to the wounds or to the comfort of the
prisoners, and the small pox having broken out among them, many fell victims to it,” Jackson
said. Robert was sick, very sick. Their mother managed to win her sons’ release, and, with a



desperately ill Robert on one horse and Mrs. Jackson on another, a barefoot Andrew—the
British had taken his shoes and his coat—had to, as he recalled, “trudge” forty-five miles back to
Waxhaw.They made a ragged, lonely little group. En route, even the weather turned against
them. “The fury of a violent storm of rain to which we were exposed for several hours before we
reached the end of our journey caused the small pox to strike in and consequently the next day I
was dangerously ill,” Jackson recalled. Two days later Robert died. “During his confinement in
prison,” Jackson’s earliest biography said, Robert “had suffered greatly; the wound on his head,
all this time, having never been dressed, was followed by an inflammation of the brain, which in a
few days after his liberation, brought him to his grave.”Two Jackson boys were now dead at the
hands of the British. Elizabeth nursed Andrew, now her only living child, back from the precipice
—and then left, to care for two of her Crawford nephews who were sick in Charleston.JACKSON
NEVER SAW her again. In the fall of 1781 she died in the coastal city tending to other boys, and
was buried in obscurity. Her clothes were all that came back to him. Even by the rough standards
of the frontier in late-eighteenth-century America, where disease and death were common, this
was an extraordinary run of terrible luck.For Jackson, the circumstances of Elizabeth’s last
mission of mercy and burial would be perennial reminders of the tenuous position she had been
forced into by her own husband’s death. First was the occasion of her visit to Charleston: to care
for the extended family, leaving her own son behind. However selfless her motives—she had
nursed the war’s wounded from that first Waxhaw massacre in the late spring of 1780—
Elizabeth had still gone to the coast for the sake of Jackson’s cousins, not her own children. The
uncertainty over the fate of her remains was a matter of concern to Jackson even in his White
House years. He long sought the whereabouts of his mother’s grave, but to no avail. Perhaps
partly in reaction to what he may have viewed as the lack of respect or care others had taken
with his mother’s burial, he became a careful steward of such things—a devotee of souvenirs, a
keeper of tombs, and an observer of anniversaries. The first woman he ever loved, his mother,
rested in oblivion. The second woman who won his heart, Rachel, would be memorialized in
stateliness and grandeur at the Hermitage after her death, and in his last years he would spend
hours in the garden, contemplating her tomb. Bringing his mother home had been beyond his
power. The story of Jackson’s life was how he strove to see that little else ever would be.Rachel
Jackson believed her husband drew inspiration from his mother’s trials. It was from her courage
in facing what Rachel called “many hardships while on this earth” that Jackson “obtained the
fortitude which has enabled him to triumph with so much success over the many obstacles
which have diversified his life.”Jackson often recounted what he claimed were his mother’s last
words to him. In 1815, after his triumph at New Orleans, he spoke of his mother to friends:
“Gentlemen, I wish she could have lived to see this day. There never was a woman like her. She
was gentle as a dove and as brave as a lioness. Her last words have been the law of my
life.”Andrew, if I should not see you again, I wish you to remember and treasure up some things I
have already said to you: in this world you will have to make your own way. To do that you must
have friends. You can make friends by being honest, and you can keep them by being steadfast.



You must keep in mind that friends worth having will in the long run expect as much from you as
they give to you. To forget an obligation or be ungrateful for a kindness is a base crime—not
merely a fault or a sin, but an actual crime. Men guilty of it sooner or later must suffer the penalty.
In personal conduct be always polite but never obsequious. None will respect you more than you
respect yourself. Avoid quarrels as long as you can without yielding to imposition. But sustain
your manhood always. Never bring a suit in law for assault and battery or for defamation. The law
affords no remedy for such outrages that can satisfy the feelings of a true man. Never wound the
feelings of others. Never brook wanton outrage upon your own feelings. If you ever have to
vindicate your feelings or defend your honor, do it calmly. If angry at first, wait till your wrath cools
before you proceed.No matter how many of these words were hers, and how many were created
by Jackson and ascribed to her memory, Elizabeth Jackson cast a long shadow in the life of her
only surviving son.JACKSON SPIRALED DOWNWARD and lashed out in the aftermath of his
mother’s death. Before now, living in other people’s houses, Jackson had learned to manage
complicated situations, maneuvering to maintain a passably cheerful (and grateful) face among
people who gave him shelter but apparently little else. “He once said he never remembered
receiving a gift as a child, and that, after his mother’s death, no kind, encouraging words ever
greeted his ear,” recalled Mary Donelson Wilcox.The Revolutionary War drew to a close with the
American victory at Yorktown, Virginia, on the afternoon of Friday, October 19, 1781. Two years
later, on Wednesday, September 3, 1783, came the Treaty of Paris, and the United States was
now an independent nation. For Jackson, though, the end of war brought little peace. Living for a
time with some Crawford relatives, Jackson got into a fight with one of their guests, a Captain
Galbraith. Jackson thought him “of a very proud and haughty disposition,” and the two found
themselves in an argument, and “for some reason,” Jackson recalled, “I forget now what, he
threatened to chastise me.” Jackson replied with a flash of fire. “I immediately answered, ‘that I
had arrived at the age to know my rights, and although weak and feeble from disease, I had the
courage to defend them, and if he attempted anything of that kind I would most assuredly send
him to the other world.’ ” That was enough for Jackson’s current Crawford host to shuffle him off
to another relative. Having the unstable orphan around presented too many problems, not least
the possibility of his attacking other guests.Then came a crucial interlude in Jackson’s life: a
sojourn in the cultivated precincts of Charleston. He had come into some money—either from
his grandfather or perhaps from the sale of his mother’s property—and used it to finance a trip to
the coast where he fell in with a fast, sophisticated circle. Some Charlestonians had retreated to
the Waxhaw region during the worst of the fighting on the coast, so Jackson had something of
an entrée when he arrived. Here he found the pleasures of the turf, of good tailors, and of the
gaming tables. “There can be little doubt that at this period he imbibed that high sense of
honour, and unstudied elegance of air for which he has since been distinguished,” wrote the
early Jackson biographer Henry Lee—as well as little doubt that his love of racehorses and fine
clothes had its beginnings in Charleston, too.After Jackson returned to Waxhaw, he grew
restless. From 1781 to 1784, he tried his hand at saddle making and school teaching—neither



seems to have gone very well—and then left South Carolina for good. For the rest of his life, for a
man who adored talk of family, friends, and old times, Jackson mentioned Waxhaw very little, the
only exceptions being conversation about his mother and about Revolutionary War action in the
region—both things that he could claim as his own.Decade after decade, he never chose to find
the time to go to Waxhaw. Acknowledging the gift of a map of the region the year before he was
elected president, Jackson wrote a well-wisher: “A view of this map pointing to the spot that gave
me birth, brings fresh to my memory many associations dear to my heart, many days of pleasure
with my juvenile companions”—words that might, taken alone, suggest warm memories of his
frontier youth.Referring to his “juvenile companions,” Jackson said, “but alas, most of them are
gone to that bourne where I am hastening and from whence no one returns”—in other words,
they were dead. “I have not visited that country since the year 1784,” he added—which, since he
was writing in midsummer 1827, means that forty-three years had passed since he bothered to
return. Turning as close to home as he could, Jackson concluded: “The crossing of the Waxhaw
creek, within one mile of which I was born, is still, however, I see, possessed by Mr John
Crawford, son of the owner (Robert) who lived there when I was growing up and at school. I lived
there for many years, and from the accuracy which this spot is marked in the map, I conclude the
whole must be correct.” With that, Jackson signs off. The subject is closed.STILL, THE ROOTS
of Jackson’s intellectual and rhetorical imagination lie in Waxhaw. Down the years Jackson could
quote Shakespeare, Plutarch, and Alexander Pope, and almost certainly read more books than
his harshest critics believed, but the foundations of his worldview most likely came from his
childhood Sundays in South Carolina, where he spent hours soaking in eighteenth-century
Presbyterianism.Elizabeth Jackson wanted her Andrew to be a minister, an ambition for him that
may have been among the reasons he was able to envision himself rising to a place of authority.
Even more so than in succeeding American generations, clergymen played a central and special
role in the life of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. They were often the most
educated men in a given place, conversant not only with scripture but with ancient tongues and
the touchstones of English literature. They held center stage, with a standing claim on the time
and attention (at least feigned) of their flocks, and they presided at the most important public
moments of a Christian’s life—baptism, communion, marriage, death. Jackson’s sense of
himself as someone set apart—the word “ordain” shares derivation with the word “order,” and an
ordained figure is one who puts things in order, arranges them, controls and even commands
them—may have come in part from hearing his mother speak of him in such terms.Jackson
found other, larger spheres over which to preside than Carolina churches, but it would be a
mistake to pass too quickly over the lasting influence his churchgoing had on the way he
thought, spoke, wrote, and saw the world. He attended services at the Waxhaw meetinghouse
throughout his early years, and these childhood Sabbaths are worth considering in trying to
solve the mystery of how a man with so little formal education and such a sporadic—if
occasionally intense—interest in books developed his sense of history and of humanity.The
service the Jacksons attended most likely started in midmorning. A psalm was sung—but



without organ music, for Presbyterians were austere not only in their theology but in their liturgy—
and a prayer said. Church historians suspect such prayers could stretch beyond twenty minutes
in length. Then came a lesson from scripture—the selection could range from an entire chapter
of a book of the Bible to a shorter reading followed by an explication—followed by the
centerpiece of the morning: the minister’s sermon, an address that could range in length from
thirty minutes to an hour. Another psalm or hymn closed the morning, which had by now
consumed two hours of the day. There was a break for lunch, then an afternoon version of the
same service, which everyone attended as well.From his babyhood, then, Andrew Jackson
probably spent between three and four hours nearly every Sunday for about fourteen years
hearing prayers, psalms, scripture, sermons, and hymns: highly formalized, intense language
evoking the most epic of battles with the greatest of stakes. In the words flowing from the
minister on all those Sundays, Jackson would have been transported to imaginative realms
where good and evil were at war, where kings and prophets on the side of the Lord struggled
against the darker powers of the earth, where man’s path through a confusing world was lit by a
peculiar intermingling of Christian mercy and might. God may well plan on exalting the humble
and meek, but Jackson also heard the call of Gideon’s trumpet—the call to, as Saint Paul put it,
fight the good fight.Throughout his life, when he was under pressure, Jackson returned to the
verses and tales of the Bible he had first heard in his childhood. He referred to political enemies
as “Judases,” and at one horrible moment during the attacks on Rachel’s virtue in the 1828
campaign, Jackson’s mind raced to the language and force of the Bible in a crowded collection
of allusions. “Should the uncircumcised philistines send forth their Goliath to destroy the liberty
of the people and compel them to worship Mammon, they may find a David who trusts in the
God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Jacob, for when I fight, it is the battles of my country,” Jackson
wrote a friend.That the image of King David—ancient Israel’s greatest monarch—came to
Jackson’s mind is telling, for the connection he himself was drawing between David’s struggles
and his own suggests the breadth of Jackson’s heroic vision of himself. David was a ruler who,
chosen by the prophet Samuel, rose from obscurity to secure his nation and protect his people.
A formidable soldier, he was a man of greatness and of God who was not without sin or
sadness: that he stole Bathsheba, another man’s wife, stretches the analogy further than
Jackson would ever have gone, but the story of lost fathers and sons in the tale of the death of
David’s son Absalom echoed in Jackson’s own life. The Lord’s promise to David in II Samuel
—“And thine house and thine kingdom shall be established for ever before thee; thy throne shall
be established for ever”—would have resonated in Jackson’s imagination, for his life was
dedicated to building not only his own family but his nation, and perhaps even founding a
dynasty in which Andrew Donelson, as his protégé, might, as Jackson put it, “preside over the
destinies of America.”JACKSON SAID HE read three chapters of the Bible every day. His letters
and speeches echo both scripture and the question-and-answer style of the Shorter
Westminster Catechism. If the Bible, psalms, and hymns formed a substantial core of Jackson’s
habits of mind, books about valor, duty, and warfare also found their way into his imagination.



Jackson had only a handful of years of formal education—he was the least intellectually
polished president in the short history of the office—and his opponents made much of his lack of
schooling. When Harvard University bestowed an honorary degree on President Jackson in
1833, the man he had beaten for the White House, John Quincy Adams, a Harvard graduate,
refused to come, telling the university’s president that “as myself an affectionate child of our
Alma Mater, I would not be present to witness her disgrace in conferring her highest literary
honors upon a barbarian who could not write a sentence of grammar and hardly could spell his
own name.” Adams’s view was common in Jackson’s lifetime.Jackson was not, however, as
unlettered as the caricatures suggest. He was no scholar, but he issued elegant Caesar-like
proclamations to his troops, understood men and their motives, and read rather more than he is
given credit for. “I know human nature,” he once remarked, and he had learned the ways of the
world not only on the frontier but also in snatches of literature. There was Oliver Goldsmith’s
1766 novel The Vicar of Wakefield, a story of redemption (the vicar faces much misfortune, yet
perseveres through faith to a happy ending). It is not difficult to see why Jackson was drawn to
the tale. “The hero of this piece,” Goldsmith wrote in an “Advertisement” for the book, “unites in
himself the three greatest characters upon earth: he is a priest, an husbandman, and the father
of a family.”Jackson’s surviving library at the Hermitage is full of books of theology, history, and
biography. There are numerous volumes of sermons (most, if not all, of them Rachel’s), and a
fair collection of the works of Isaac Watts. His secular shelves are heavy on Napoleon, George
Washington, and the American Revolution.A favorite book was Jane Porter’s The Scottish
Chiefs. The story of Sir William Wallace—a reluctant, noble warrior brought into combat against
the domineering and cruel English when the king’s soldiers murder his wife—affected Jackson
perhaps more than any other piece of writing outside scripture. “I have always thought that Sir
William Wallace, as a virtuous patriot and warrior, was the best model for a young man,” Jackson
once wrote. “In him we find a stubborn virtue … the truly undaunted courage, always ready to
brave any dangers, for the relief of his country or his friend.”The story, published in 1809, is
something of a potboiler. More colorful than subtle, it is nonetheless a powerful book, and
Jackson thrilled to it. “God is with me,” Wallace says as he realizes his wife is dead. “I am his
avenger … God armeth the patriot’s hand!” The cause of Scotland became one with Wallace’s
personal crusade for justice.Jackson, too, had lost those he loved to the English. Orphaned in
Waxhaw, he would struggle to build and keep a family everywhere else. In those distant forests,
makeshift battlefields, and richer relatives’ houses he had seen the centrality of strength and of
self-confidence. Both elements, so essential to his character and his career, can be traced to his
mother’s influence, which was brief but lasting. In his mind she remained vivid and her example
did, too—the example of strength amid adversity and of persevering no matter what. It is also
likely that her dreams remained with him: chiefly her ambitious hope that he would become a
clergyman, thus exercising authority and earning respect, all in the service of a larger cause. In
the end Jackson chose to serve God and country not in a church but on battlefields and at the
highest levels—but he did choose, as his mother had wished, to serve.CHAPTER 2FOLLOW



ME ANDI’LL SAVE YOU YETIN 1787, AFTER a brief period of study in Salisbury, North
Carolina, Jackson received his license to practice law in that state. A wild man, he worked hard
and played even harder for the next four years. He challenged the first lawyer he ever tried a
case against to a duel (the challenge fizzled) and arranged for the town’s prostitutes to arrive in
the midst of a society Christmas ball. “He was the most roaring, rollicking, game-cocking, card-
playing, mischievous fellow that ever lived in Salisbury,” a contemporary recalled. When James
Parton was researching his 1860 biography of Jackson, the author traveled to Salisbury in
search of stories about his subject. There he learned one local woman’s reaction to hearing that
Jackson might be a candidate for the White House. “What! Jackson up for President? Jackson?
Andrew Jackson? The Jackson that used to live in Salisbury? Why, when he was here, he was
such a rake that my husband would not bring him into the house!” Reflecting for a moment more,
she allowed, “It is true, he might have taken him out to the stable to weigh horses for a race, and
might drink a glass of whiskey with him there. Well, if Andrew Jackson can be President,
anybody can!”There is no doubt that in these years Jackson was a rake, and a gambler, and a
carouser. Note, however, that the “rake” had made something of a friend of the husband of this
Salisbury matron, forming a connection based on sporting interests—a connection strong
enough to survive the disapproval of the lady of the house.That Jackson was on intimate terms
with such established families is telling. He was not born in a station that granted him automatic
access to the upper reaches of the nascent American gentry. He had to work his way into those
circles with whatever he had at hand—and what he had was a charm that made other men like
him and want to join him in exploits that crossed the line of respectability, but never so
dramatically that they could not stumble back into the good graces of their wives and neighbors
by morning. One day Jackson would draw on his capacity to make others love and follow him in
the service of larger causes. But his raw ability to lead—and his sense of adventure and his
infectious fearlessness—was already evident in North Carolina.TENNESSEE WAS NOT yet a
state when Jackson, then twenty-one, moved to Nashville in October 1788 and took up
residence as a boarder in the house of Mrs. John Donelson, the widow of a founder of the
settlement. The Donelsons were among the territory’s great families. The patriarch, Colonel John
Donelson, was a surveyor who had been a member of the Virginia House of Burgesses before
striking out to the west. His 1779–80 voyage on the Cumberland River aboard the flatboat
Adventure was one of the prevailing stories of the age, and his mysterious death—he was shot
to death in the wilderness, perhaps by Indians, perhaps by robbers—only added to his
legend.The colonel, though, survives in history mostly as the father of the wife of Andrew
Jackson. Born about 1767—the year Jackson was born—Rachel Donelson came from a clan as
distinguished in early American life as Jackson’s was anonymous. Rachel was a beautiful young
woman with a strong sense of fun—and when Rachel met Jackson in the autumn of 1788 on the
Cumberland, she was another man’s wife. Rachel Donelson and Lewis Robards of Mercer
County, Kentucky, had been married since 1785; they had met and courted during a Donelson
family sojourn in Kentucky. At twenty-seven, Robards was a decade older than the seventeen-



year-old Rachel, and the marriage was difficult from the start. John Overton, a Tennessee judge
and later Jackson ally who came to board with Lewis Robards’s mother in the fall of 1787—
roughly two years after Rachel married Robards—recalled that “Robards and his wife lived very
unhappily, on account of his being jealous.… My brother, who was a boarder, informed me that
great uneasiness had existed in the family for some time before my arrival.” Things got so bad
that one of her brothers went to Kentucky to bring Rachel home—in the fall of 1788, the same
season Jackson arrived in Nashville.Mrs. Robards was, James Parton wrote, “gay and
lively … the best story-teller, the best dancer, the sprightliest companion, the most dashing
horsewoman in the western country”—the kind of woman who would hold enormous appeal for
Jackson. But she was, indisputably, Mrs. Robards. Having driven her off, her husband decided
he wanted a reconciliation, and moved to Nashville, where they again lived together for a time.
Robards soon grew jealous of Jackson’s attentions to Rachel and indulged his anger, reducing
both Rachel and her mother to tears. Robards and Jackson exchanged words. “If I had such a
wife, I would not willingly bring a tear to her beautiful eyes,” Jackson was said to have remarked
to Robards, who replied: “Well, perhaps … but she is not your wife.”Both threatened violence,
but Jackson soon moved to another establishment—a smart tactical maneuver, as it turned out—
and Robards, furious with his allegedly flirtatious wife, returned to Kentucky alone. Then came
word that the unhappy husband was going to come to Tennessee yet again “to take his wife”
back to his own home. He planned, it was reported, to “haunt her.” Friends arranged for Rachel
to travel to Natchez, Mississippi, then controlled by the Spanish. Jackson, who knew the route,
went along, and returned to Nashville. According to the Jackson version of events, it was at this
point—with Rachel in Natchez, and Jackson in Tennessee, in the winter of 1790–91—that
Jackson learned Robards had obtained a divorce. Jackson rushed back to Natchez and married
Rachel there. Only two years later, in December 1793, did it become clear that Robards had only
petitioned for a divorce in December 1790. It was not granted until September 1793, which
meant that Jackson had been “married” to another man’s wife for several years. By January
1794, all was put right, and Jackson and Rachel were legally married in a ceremony in
Tennessee.Or so Jackson, as a presidential candidate, would later have the world—and history
—believe. The weight of the evidence, however, suggests the two lived together as husband and
wife and even referred to themselves as married—there are two surviving references to Rachel
as “Mrs. Jackson” from late 1790 and early 1791—before Robards took the initial step of filing for
a divorce. Their passion for each other was apparently deep enough to lead them, despite their
later claims to the contrary, to choose to live in adultery in order to provoke a divorce from
Robards. By the looser standards of the frontier in the last years of the eighteenth century, such
a course would not have damaged their reputations, particularly if—as was the case here—the
woman’s family approved.The bond Rachel and Jackson formed from their first meeting in 1788
was strong enough, and their private visions of a life together vivid enough, for them to seek the
pleasure and comfort of each other’s arms as rapidly as they could. But by the time Jackson was
running for president more than thirty years later, the moral climate had moved in a stricter



direction. So it is likely that the Jacksons’ sensitivity to charges of impropriety in later years was
rooted in the fact that the essential charge—that Mrs. Jackson was still Mrs. Robards when she
and Jackson began their life together—was true.What had brought them together in the first
place? The drama of the abusive husband, the wronged woman, and himself as the knight
defending her virtue would have appealed to Jackson’s imagination: it was a role he liked to think
of himself as playing. Even more fundamentally, though, from about 1788 onward, Jackson was
a man in the grip of an almost feverish love, a love it seems reasonable to assume he longed to
consummate as soon as he decently could. In Rachel’s big eyes he found the suggestion of a
lasting love. In Jackson’s slender but strong frame she found the promise of protection and a
tenderness her first husband had never given her. In capturing Rachel as his own Jackson got
what he wanted, and he got it with a combination of subtlety (courting her in her mother’s house,
and staying on the right side of the family) and bravery (risking his standing, and the possibility
of a duel, to have her as his wife before it was legally allowed). The road to marriage with Rachel
had all the elements of life Jackson found compelling: it was a cause of the heart charged by
complication and danger, but with the greatest possible rewards awaiting him if he could win
through—the love of a good woman and, so important to the orphan from Waxhaw, a connection
to a secure, leading family of the world in which he found himself.THEY WERE DEVOTED to
each other. When Jackson was away, Rachel was given to crying and worrying. From the road or
the front, he summoned all his rhetorical power to assure her of his love. Rachel once wrote
Jackson a fretful note about his safety while he was on a trip to Philadelphia. He rushed to
assuage her anxieties. “I have this moment recd. your letter,” he told her, “and what sincere
regret it gives me on the one hand to view your distress of mind, and what real pleasure it would
afford me on the other to return to your arms, dispel those clouds that hover around you and
retire to some peaceful grove to spend our days in solitude and domestic quiet.” But business
mattered—Jackson was on a dual judicial and commercial journey—and he confessed a dark
fear to her: an early return, he said, could “involve us in all the calamity of poverty—an event
which brings every horror to my mind.” He had been without resources once, and, hating the
idea of once again finding himself in a dependent position, he pressed on, struggling to warm
the chill of his wife’s worries with letters. Because “you are full of apprehension and doubt with
respect to my safety,” Jackson told Rachel, “I have wrote you every post since I left you—and will
continue to do so … may the all ruling power give you health and Peace of Mind until I am
restored to your arms.”They shared a passionate emotional attachment, but Jackson—like many
husbands before and since—may have loved his wife rather more than he listened to her. He did
what he wanted to do, and if his course upset his wife, sending her into gloomy moods and fits of
tears, he was sorry, but Rachel’s anguish rarely affected his decisions to leave her when duty
called. A public man, he savored public adulation, though he knew his wife had a point as she
tried to keep him grounded amid the cheering crowds. He respected her views, for they were
informed by decades of close observation of Jackson’s political life, and they were offered out of
love. Rachel also knew he struggled to keep his emotions in check and warned him when she



thought he was in danger of letting his passions get the better of him. “I thank you for your
admonition,” Jackson wrote Rachel after one such exhortation. “I hope in all my acts and conduct
through life they will measure with propriety and dignity, or at least with what I believe true dignity
consists, that is to say, honesty, propriety of conduct, and honest independence.”HE RELISHED
THE roles of protector and savior. Just after dusk on a cold March day in 1791, when Jackson
was practicing law on the circuit around Jonesborough, Tennessee, he and his friend John
Overton were traveling with a small group through dangerous territory. Reaching the banks of the
Emory River in the mountains, the lawyers spotted a potentially hostile Indian party. “The light of
their fires showed that they were numerous,” Overton recalled to Henry Lee, and “that they were
painted and equipped for war.” Under Jackson’s leadership (Overton credited him with a “saving
spirit and elastic mind”), the travelers scrambled into the hills on horseback, riding roughly
parallel to the river—which they had to cross to make it home. Pursued by the Indians, Jackson,
Overton, and two others pressed on through the night, coming to a place where the water looked
smooth enough to allow a hastily constructed raft and the horses to make it to the other side.
Jackson took charge of the raft piled high with saddles and clothes. Overton would follow with
the horses.There was immediate trouble. The waters were not as smooth as they had appeared:
a powerful undercurrent swept the boat—and Jackson—downstream, toward a steep waterfall.
“Overton and his companion instantly cried out and implored Jackson to pull back,” Lee wrote.
“But he either not being so sensible of the danger, or being unwilling to yield to it, continued to
push vigorously forward.” Jackson struggled with his oars: disaster was at hand. He and the
saddles could be lost, and the Indians were still on their trail. “Finding himself just on the brink of
the awful precipice,” Lee recounted, Jackson extended his oar to Overton, who “laid hold of it
and pulled the raft ashore, just as it was entering the suck of the torrent.” Catching their breath
on the bank of the river, Overton and Jackson looked at each other.“You were within an ace, Sir,
of being dashed to pieces,” Overton told him. Jackson waved him off, replying, “A miss is as
good as a mile; it only shows how close I can graze danger. But we have no time to lose—follow
me and I’ll save you yet.” They eluded the Indians, arriving home exhausted but safe.Here was
the daring Jackson, the courageous Jackson, the cool Jackson—and the erratic, blithe, boastful
Jackson, a man who saw what needed to be done in a crisis but also needed his friends to carry
the day. “Follow me and I’ll save you yet” are confident, inspiring, warming words, yet it was
Overton who had just rescued Jackson, not the other way around. It was partly this boldness and
resilience that attracted men and women to Jackson’s side in the first place, for in doubtful
moments people need someone who can reassure them amid danger. Jackson was such a man
—and he always had wise friends nearby who loved him enough to overlook or chuckle at his
professions of pride, and then mount up to ride with him again.STILL, JACKSON’S PRIDE led
him into peril more than once. In Knoxville in the autumn of 1803, in the midst of a quarrel with
Tennessee governor John Sevier over which man would become major general of the state
militia, Jackson alluded to his own past “services” to the state. “Services?” Sevier replied. “I know
of no great service you have rendered the country, except taking a trip to Natchez with another



man’s wife.”“Great God!” Jackson roared. “Do you mention her sacred name?”Then, according
to a contemporary’s recollection, “several shots were fired in a crowded street. One man was
grazed by a bullet; many were scared; but, luckily, no one was hurt.” The story is chiefly
interesting for the light it sheds on Jackson’s sensitivities about Rachel’s honor. “Sevier had
touched on a subject that was, with Jackson, like sinning against the Holy Ghost: unpardonable,”
recalled the source.No one died in the Sevier shootout, but Jackson could, and did, kill in cold
blood. In 1806, an argument over a horse race—the dispute also apparently included a slur
against Rachel—degenerated into a duel between Jackson and a man in Nashville named
Charles Dickinson. Jackson was determined to have satisfaction, waving off reports that
Dickinson might leave the city before the showdown. “It will be in vain, for I’ll follow him over land
and sea,” Jackson said.At seven o’clock on the morning of Friday, May 30, 1806, on the Red
River in Logan County, Kentucky, Jackson and Dickinson faced each other at twenty-four feet.
Jackson let Dickinson shoot first, and he hit Jackson in the chest with a bullet. Though wounded,
Jackson coolly leveled his own pistol at his opponent, and fired. The trigger caught halfway;
Jackson cocked the gun again and fired, killing Dickinson. Only later, as his boot filled with blood
after he had left the dueling ground, did the extent of Jackson’s wound become clear. He carried
Dickinson’s bullet in his body until he died. Even in pain—the wound complicated his health for
decades—Jackson never let his mask drop. “If he had shot me through the brain, sir,” Jackson
told a friend, “I should still have killed him.”In fact, Jackson made more friends than he fought
duels, and in the practice of law, the pursuit of politics, and his mastery of the military—his three
overlapping professions—he inspired great loyalty. Jackson’s willingness to risk his own life to
protect others won him the respect and thanks of his contemporaries and made them amenable
to forgiving him his (many) trespasses. It was he who escorted parties of settlers through forests
filled with Indians; it was he who enforced justice in a region that could have turned lawless; it
was he who rallied volunteer troops and rode to the enemy. As an Indian fighter, Henry Lee
wrote, Jackson’s “gallantry and enterprise were always conspicuous, attracted the confidence of
the whites, and inspired honour and respect among the savages, who gave him the epithets of
the sharp knife and the pointed arrow.” By projecting personal strength, Jackson created a
persona of power, and it was this aura, perhaps more than any particular gift of insight,
judgment, or rhetoric, that propelled him forward throughout his life.As a judge of the Tennessee
Superior Court—a post he held from December 1798 until July 1804—Jackson was riding circuit
when he encountered the case of a man, Russell Bean, who had been indicted for “cutting off
the ears of his infant child in a drunken frolic.” The local sheriff was afraid of Bean, who refused
to appear in court. “Russell Bean would not be taken,” the sheriff told Jackson, who later related
the incident to Henry Lee. “At this Judge Jackson expressed much astonishment, and
peremptorily informed the officer ‘that such a return was an absurdity and could not be received,
that the culprit must be arrested, and that he [the sheriff] had a right to summon the posse
comitatus, to aid in the execution of the law.’ ” The sheriff asked Jackson to join the posse, and
after arming himself, Jackson agreed. “Sir, I will attend you and see that you do your duty,” he



said to the sheriff, who led Jackson to the place in town where Bean, “armed with a dirk and a
brace of pistols,” was “boasting of his superiority to the law and entertaining the populace with
taunts and reflections upon the cowardice of the sheriff and the pusillanimity of the court.” Then
the court—in the person of Jackson—appeared. “Now, surrender, you infernal villain, this very
instant,” Jackson said, “or I’ll blow you through.”Wilting under Jackson’s “firm advance and
formidable look,” Bean was “unnerved entirely.” He dropped his guns. “I will surrender to you, sir,
but to no one else,” Bean said to Jackson.Jackson could be touchy and unreasonable, but here,
in a corner of Tennessee, we can see the faith others put in Jackson at times of peril and the
respect his bravery inspired in his foes. “When danger rears its head, I can never shrink from it,”
Jackson once told Rachel. He did what others would not—or could not—do. In a world of
threats, that willingness made him a hero, a central figure, someone who could be counted
on.HE WAS BECOMING a man of standing in Nashville, and in that role he and Rachel were
Aaron Burr’s hosts in Nashville in 1805. A former vice president and the man who had killed
Alexander Hamilton in a duel, Burr was an adventurer at the center of a murky ongoing
conspiracy in these years to lead a military expedition of some kind in the Southwest, possibly to
marry U.S. land with Spanish holdings to create a stand-alone republic or empire. It was an
elusive scheme, and with Jackson, Burr seems to have spoken only of preparing a force in the
event of war with Spain in Florida, a subject of perennial interest in the Southwest at the time. At
Burr’s request, Jackson agreed to build five boats and supply them with provisions.That Jackson
was not privy to a treasonous conspiracy seems evident; his call for the militia to make itself
ready noted that they would move “when the government and constituted authorities of our
country require it.” Burr had other ideas, including the possibility of seizing New Orleans.
Beginning to suspect trouble, Jackson wrote several officials, including President Jefferson and
Louisiana governor William C. C. Claiborne. “I fear there is something rotten in the State of
Denmark,” Jackson told Claiborne. Ultimately Jefferson had Burr arrested and tried for treason;
Burr was acquitted in 1807. The episode illuminates two elements of Jackson’s character: his
ambition to secure the nation from foreign threats, an ambition so abiding that he very nearly
allowed himself to become entangled in a terrible conspiracy; and, second, his equally abiding
love of the nation as a family that could not be broken up.JACKSON WAS forty-five years old
when America and Britain went to war in 1812, and he was viewed as a formidable leader of
men. By this time he had served as attorney general for Tennessee in its territorial days, in 1791;
been elected to the U.S. House of Representatives in 1796; moved to the U.S. Senate in 1797;
served as a judge from 1798 to 1804; and, in 1802, had also become major general of the state
militia. All the while he struggled to build his planting and commercial interests, from buying
huge tracts of land to running a frontier store. “He loves his country and his countrymen have full
confidence in him,” Tennessee governor Willie Blount wrote to the secretary of war at the
outbreak of hostilities in 1812. “He delights in peace; but does not fear war. He has a peculiar
pleasure in treating his enemies as such; with them his first pleasure is to meet them on the field.
At the present crisis he feels a holy zeal for the welfare of the United States, and at no period of



his life has he been known to feel otherwise.” Since his mother and his brothers had died for the
Union, he would defend the nation to the death.It was not only courage and conviction that
turned Jackson into a great general and a transformative president. He cared about his
followers, thought of them as his family, and communicated this warmth in word and deed.
Speaking of his men at a low moment in the War of 1812, Jackson promised to “act the part of a
father to them.” Many leaders say such things and do not mean them, and many followers
dismiss such sentiments as words without substance. Jackson was different. He proved his love
in times of crisis, earning capital with his troops that both gave him a nickname and formed a
bond of affection and respect between himself and his followers that lasted for the rest of his
life.In the cold winter of 1812–13, just months after the United States declared war on Great
Britain, Jackson assembled his volunteers—2,071 in all—to march south, toward New Orleans.
Jackson’s army set off in January 1813, and, five hundred miles later, at Natchez, federal military
authorities told Jackson to hold up, and soon the secretary of war ordered him to disband and
return to Nashville. By now 150 of Jackson’s men were sick, 56 could not sit up, and Jackson
had a total of eleven wagons for the trip. “They abandon us in a strange country,” he angrily wrote
to Governor Blount, adding: “And I will make every sacrifice to add to their comfort.” Lee captured
Jackson’s bleak view: “They had sacrificed domestic comforts, abandoned civilian pursuits,
cherished heroic visions; and voyaged a thousand miles—all as it seemed for nothing—and
were suddenly left without motives for action, subjects for hope, the power of progression, or the
means of return—between them and their homes frowned a vast wilderness where the
ambushed savage lurked intent on theft and murder.…” As they prepared to move out, the
doctor, Samuel Hogg, asked Jackson what he was to do.Jackson did not hesitate. “To do, sir?
You are to leave not a man on the ground.”“But the wagons are full,” Hogg said, “and they will
convey not more than half.”“Then let some of the troops dismount, and the officers must give up
their horses to the sick,” Jackson replied. “Not a man, sir, must be left behind.”Hogg took
Jackson at his word, and asked for the general’s own horses, which Jackson handed over. In
wonder and with admiration his men watched this tall, determined figure press on. “I led them
into the field,” Jackson wrote Rachel, and “I will at all hazard and risk lead them out. I will bring on
the sick, or be with them—it shall never be said … they have been abandoned by their general.”
To the Tennessee politician Felix Grundy, he said: “And as long as I have friends or credit, I will
stick by them. I shall march them to Nashville or bury them with the honors of war. Should I die I
know they would bury me.” On foot, he saw them home, and by the time they arrived in Nashville
they were calling him “Old Hickory.” Jackson had done what his own parents never had. He had
stayed the course with those in his charge, and delivered them from danger. He had done a
father’s work.BACK IN NASHVILLE for a time, Jackson slipped from the role of the protective
commander and let his temper get the best of him during a foray into frontier violence. In 1813, a
friend of Jackson’s in Nashville quarreled with Jesse Benton, the brother of Thomas Hart
Benton, a future United States senator from Missouri. Jackson became entangled in the affair
and before long—such were the complexities and short fuses in frontier Tennessee—he had let



it be known that he would whip Thomas Benton when their paths crossed.They crossed on
Saturday, September 4, 1813, at about nine o’clock in the morning. Jackson and General John
Coffee were in Nashville, walking from the post office, when Jackson, who happened to have his
riding whip in his hand, saw Tom and Jesse Benton standing by the City Hotel. Jackson,
brandishing his whip, could not resist the opportunity. “Now, you damned rascal, I am going to
punish you,” Jackson told Tom Benton. “Defend yourself.”Jackson pulled a gun and moved
toward Tom, backing him around the hotel. Chaos ensued: an armed Jesse fired at Jackson,
who fell with a serious wound in his upper left arm. Coffee rushed toward the sound and, finding
Jackson in a spreading pool of blood, proceeded to shoot at Tom Benton. The shot went wide,
but Coffee scrambled to beat Benton with the gun when Benton crashed down a flight of stairs.
A nephew of Rachel’s then arrived on the scene, wrestled Jesse Benton to the floor, and tried to
kill him with a dirk knife.Everyone survived, but Jackson sustained the worst injuries in the
melee. While being tended to by doctors, he bled through two mattresses. The physicians
wanted to amputate Jackson’s left arm, but Jackson refused, and with enough force from his
bloody bed to carry the point.“I’ll keep my arm,” he said simply.A month later, while Rachel was
still nursing Jackson back to health, news arrived that Creek Indians under the leadership of Red
Eagle had massacred white settlers at Fort Mims, a fortification about forty miles north of Mobile.
Red Eagle (his father was Scottish, his mother Creek) had been influenced by Tecumseh, the
Shawnee chief who hoped to unite the Indians into a force that, armed and supplied by the
British and the Spanish, would crush the white Americans who were usurping their land. “Let the
white race perish!” Tecumseh said. “War now! War always! War on the living! War on the
dead!”Men like Jackson had long been troubled by visions of Indians colluding with London and
Madrid to check American expansion, threaten the Union, and possibly undo the Revolution. To
Jackson it was a given that the Indians—in this case the Creeks—were in league with America’s
European rivals.The Creek attack on Fort Mims had taken place on Monday, August 30, 1813. It
was brutal; as a historian of Alabama described it, 250 whites, including women and children,
“were butchered in the quickest manner, and blood and brains bespattered the whole earth. The
children were seized by the legs, and killed by batting their heads against the stockading. The
women were scalped, and those who were pregnant were opened, while they were alive, and
the embryo infants let out of the womb.” Until then, the Creeks had been fighting a factional war;
by assaulting Fort Mims, the tribe irrevocably widened the conflict. That the fort had provided
protection for settlers who had themselves attacked Red Sticks—named for their red war clubs—
made no difference to the whites in the region who panicked at reports of the massacre.They
sent for Jackson. “Those distressed citizens of that frontier [have] … implored the brave
Tennesseans for aid,” he said. “They must not ask in vain.” Forcing himself into battle—he was in
terrible shape from the Benton brawl—Jackson won a bloody victory at Tallushatchee, a village
filled with Red Sticks. “We shot them like dogs,” said David Crockett. Richard Keith Call, then a
lieutenant under Jackson, was troubled by the toll Jackson’s men had exacted. “We found as
many as eight or ten dead bodies in a single cabin,” Call said. “Some of the cabins had taken



fire, and half consumed human bodies were seen amidst the smoking ruins.” The bloodshed was
repulsive. “In other instances dogs had torn and feasted on the mangled bodies of their masters,”
Call said. “Heart-sick I turned from the revolting scene.”Jackson, however, believed justice had
been done. “We have retaliated for the destruction of Fort Mims,” he told the governor of
Tennessee. Difficult months followed. Supplies were few, and the troops’ discontent tested
Jackson’s hold over his men. (Matters turned so grim that Jackson ordered the executions of six
militiamen.) Still, he triumphed, winning victories from Talladega to Horseshoe Bend. The Creek
War ended in August 1814—nearly a year after Fort Mims—with Jackson’s winning the cession
of twenty-three million acres of land to the United States (three fifths of modern-day Alabama
and one fifth of Georgia).Jackson never rested. Though he had crushed the Creeks, he still
believed the Indians a live threat, a willing tool in the hands of the British and the Spanish. To the
south, he defended Mobile against a British attack and then struck to the east, at Spanish
Florida, where he was convinced that Madrid (and London) was “arming the hostile Indians to
butcher our women and children.” He threatened Pensacola, which prompted the Spanish
authorities there to seek British protection; soon Jackson took the city’s major fort, and then
turned back to the west, toward New Orleans. It was late November 1814.AT NEW ORLEANS,
Jackson continued the work of a conqueror. On Wednesday, December 16, with the British close
by, he imposed martial law on the city, defying a writ of habeas corpus and jailing the federal
district judge who issued it. (Lincoln would cite Jackson when suspending habeas corpus during
the Civil War.) For this he was fined, and one of the last efforts of his life was to press Congress
to refund the penalty.However ruthless his rule, Jackson impressed the city. In the second week
of December 1814, he was at a party when word came of the beginning of an engagement with
the British. “The dancing was over, and in the greatest alarm everyone was for hastening to their
homes; when the General in his elegant, persuading, convincing manner assured the company
that only himself and staff need leave, that there was no danger, and he would feel greatly
obliged if the dancing was resumed,” Mrs. Eliza Williams Chotard Gould, who was there, recalled
in a private memoir. “Such were his powers of persuasion that the affrighted company became
calm, and cheerfully took partners again.” It was a brief respite—the crowd did soon go home—
but Jackson had proved himself a reassuring commander.On the eve of the battle, from a
balcony overlooking Bourbon Street, Mrs. Gould and her family watched Jackson approach on
horseback. Seeing the women in tears, Jackson “expressed his regret at our alarm, insisted that
we were in no danger, that the American arms would be victorious and the British whipped back
to their vessels,” Mrs. Gould recalled. “His confident manner and expressions … dissipated for a
time our distress.” Jackson’s men, she said, “were the most splendid horsemen I ever
saw.”Jackson engaged the enemy in a climactic battle on Sunday, January 8, 1815, winning a
victory reminiscent of Shakespeare’s Henry V at Agincourt. Though the battle came after the war
had ended—news of the treaty signed in Ghent on Christmas Eve would not reach New Orleans
for several weeks—the victory was stunning. The British lost nearly three hundred men, with
another twelve hundred wounded and hundreds more taken prisoner or missing. Only thirteen



Americans died, with thirty-nine more suffering wounds. “It appears that the unerring hand of
providence shielded my men from the powers of balls, bombs, and rockets, when every ball and
bomb from our guns carried with them the mission of death,” Jackson said. Gazing across the
battlefield as the cannon smoke lifted, John Coffee thought “the slaughter was shocking,” and
soon living British soldiers who had hidden beneath their fallen comrades’ red coats rose from
the heaps of corpses. “I never had so grand and awful an idea of the resurrection as on that day,”
Jackson recalled.He was now a national, in fact international, figure of renown. In the city on
Monday, January 23, 1815, the city’s ranking Roman Catholic priest thanked God for Jackson: “It
is Him we intend to praise, when considering you, general, as the man of His right hand.…
Immortal thanks be to His Supreme Majesty, for sending us such an instrument of His bountiful
designs!”New Orleans made him, and he was becoming a player on a larger stage—a prospect
that provoked anxieties on Rachel’s part and insecurities on Jackson’s. Worried that her
husband’s head would be turned by his popularity—among American figures to that date, only
Washington enjoyed a reputation of comparable scope—Rachel cautioned him against valuing
glory above family. “The attention and honors paid to the General far excel a recital by my pen,”
Rachel wrote a friend after ceremonies celebrating Jackson in New Orleans in 1821. “They
conducted him to the Grand Theater; his box was decorated with elegant hangings. At his
appearance the theater rang with loud acclamations, Vive Jackson. Songs of praise were sung
by ladies, and in the midst they crowned him with a crown of laurel.” But Rachel was thinking of
things greater than earthly grandeur. “The Lord has promised his humble followers a crown that
fadeth not away; the present one is already withered, the leaves are falling off.… Oh, for Zion! I
wept when I saw this idolatry.”Her husband, however, loved it. “I wish your carriage well repaired
or exchanged for a new one,” Jackson wrote Rachel after New Orleans. “You must recollect that
you are now a Major General’s lady, in the service of the U.S., and as such you must appear
elegant and plain, not extravagant, but in such style as strangers expect to see you.” Louise
Livingston, the wife of Jackson’s friend Edward Livingston, arranged Rachel’s wardrobe.
Jackson wanted to look his part, too. “Bring with you my sash,” he told Rachel as she set out to
come to New Orleans.She was uncomfortable with splendor; he enjoyed the great life. She
hated traveling; he spent much of his time on the road. She disliked the cut-and-thrust of politics;
he adored maneuvering and governing. She was drawn to the pew, the plantation, and the
fireside; he was, despite many protestations to the contrary, a thoroughly social creature,
delighted by crowds and parties and the risks and rewards of the public stage.During the turmoil
of the 1824 presidential campaign, she complained that Jackson had failed to heed her counsel
to avoid the political arena. “I knew from the first how wrong it was, but my advice was nothing,”
Rachel confided to a friend. “His health is not good, and a continual uneasy mind keeps him
unwell. I saw from the first it was wrong for him to fatigue himself with such an important office.”
Yet within eight months of his losing the White House to John Quincy Adams in the election of
1824, the campaign of 1828 was under way. Rachel was Jackson’s shelter from the storm, and
he loved her for that. Sadly for her, he also loved the storm, and so she had less of him than she



would have liked.CHILDREN MIGHT HAVE made the rough edges smoother, but the Jacksons
did not have any of their own. Watching her husband playing with a relative’s baby—“This little
pig went to market; this little pig stayed home; this little pig went squeak, squeak!” said the Hero
of New Orleans—Rachel, according to a family story, cried: “Oh, husband! How I wish we had a
child!” With grace, Jackson said, “Darling, God knows what to give, what to withhold; let’s not
murmur against Him.”Rachel would recount this scene, adding: “He would have given his life for
a child; but knowing how disappointed I was at never being a mother, he, pitying me, tried to
console me by saying: God denies us offspring that we may help those who have large families
and no means to support them.” She recalled, too, that “once, returning from a child’s funeral, the
bereaved mother’s frantic grief almost unmanning us, he said, ‘Your heart, my love, will never be
pierced by that cruel knife.’ ”There were consolations. Andrew Donelson, who grew up to serve
as his private secretary, was one. A nephew of Rachel’s, born in 1799, Andrew Jackson
Donelson could not remember a time when he was not part of the Jackson world; the Jacksons
had taken charge of his care and education after his father died in 1804. Jackson, it seemed,
was the only one who could fill his father’s role: when a well-off planter courted his mother,
Andrew Donelson cut the man’s saddle stirrups. In 1808 Rachel’s brother Severn Donelson’s
wife had twin boys and offered to allow the Jacksons to adopt one of the infants. They accepted,
christening the child Andrew Jackson, Jr. “The sensibility of our beloved son has charmed me, I
have no doubt, from the sweetness of his disposition,” Rachel wrote Jackson in 1813.At war with
the Creek Indian Nation in November 1813, Jackson’s interpreter found a small boy, Lyncoya, on
the battlefield. The boy’s family was dead—“destroyed,” as Jackson put it to Rachel, at the hands
of Jackson and his men—and Jackson saw himself and his own plight during the Revolution in
the child’s eyes. With a combination of charity and condescension, he adopted Lyncoya on the
spot and sent him to the Hermitage “for” Andrew junior as a playmate. “Keep Lyncoya in the
house,” Jackson wrote Rachel. “He is a savage but one that fortune has thrown in my hands.… I
therefore want him well taken care of, he may have been given to me for some valuable purpose.
In fact, when I reflect that he as to his relations is so much like myself I feel an unusual sympathy
for him.” Lyncoya lived at the Hermitage for the next fifteen years, dying of illness in 1828.Andrew
junior and the numerous Donelson cousins filled the Jacksons’ lives and house; taken together,
the Donelson-Jackson clan was one of the most important in the state. General Daniel Smith,
Andrew Donelson’s mother’s father (Jackson had helped her elope with Samuel Donelson, so in
a way Andrew Donelson even owed Jackson his very life), served in the U.S. Senate, and the
interlocking families owned large tracts of land around Nashville and beyond. Jackson and the
Donelsons moved with the mightiest men in Tennessee—generals, governors, and planters.
They may have been cash-poor but they were property-rich (in acres and slaves), and they were
absolutely certain of their place in the universe, which is one definition of aristocracy. General
Smith built a house named Rock Castle, which was, a relative recalled, “reputed to be the
handsomest south of the Ohio or west of the Alleghenies.”AFTER NEW ORLEANS Jackson
continued his battles against the Indian tribes in the South and West, and between 1816 and



1820 signed treaties giving the United States tens of millions of acres (this was in addition to his
vast Creek acquisition). In the spring of 1816 his obsession with securing the nation’s borders—
and thus ensuring the safety of the country—led him to write Mauricio de Zuniga, the
commandant of Pensacola. Florida remained in Spanish hands, and Jackson’s incursion before
the Battle of New Orleans had only provisionally taken care of the problem of having a foreign
foe in such proximity. The occasion for the letter to Zuniga: fugitive American slaves were
escaping to a fort occupied by blacks along the Apalachicola River. Allowing slaves to seek
shelter at what he called the “negro fort,” Jackson told Zuniga that the situation “will not be
tolerated by our government, and if not put down by Spanish Authority will compel us in self-
defense to destroy them.” Within months, another American general, Edmund Pendleton
Gaines, did exactly that, destroying the fort (and the 270 people inside it).But the Spanish
remained, and by 1817 Jackson was able to direct his fire toward two of his great nemeses—
Spain and the Indians—at once. The Seminoles declined to leave their lands north of the Florida
border—they were supposed to under the terms of Jackson’s agreement with the Creeks—and
instead fought back, trading bloodbath for bloodbath with the Americans, with the Seminoles
escaping to Spanish-held Florida for safety.President Monroe, in a letter dated Sunday,
December 28, 1817, authorized Jackson to quell the Seminole threat—and suggested that a
broader victory would not be unwelcome. “This is not a time for you to think of repose,” Monroe
wrote Jackson. “Great interests are at issue, and until our course is carried through
triumphantly … you ought not to withdraw your active support from it.” Was Monroe only
interested in subduing the Seminoles? Or was he hinting, and perhaps hoping, that Jackson
might go further, seizing Florida and driving out the Spanish?Whatever Monroe meant—and the
letter is diplomatically oblique—Jackson moved against both the Seminoles and the Spanish
and conquered Florida. In the course of the invasion he ordered the executions of two British
subjects, provoking a crisis with England. Jackson claimed he had authorization from Monroe for
the seizure of Florida, but no evidence of such permission (beyond the December 28 letter) ever
came to light. Jackson’s adventure roiled Washington. In Monroe’s Cabinet, Secretary of War
John C. Calhoun and Treasury Secretary William Crawford denounced the seizure; Secretary of
State John Quincy Adams, who believed in the virtues of American control of the continent,
defended Jackson. In the House of Representatives, Speaker Henry Clay—like Calhoun and
Crawford, a man with presidential ambitions—denounced Jackson, arguing that to allow
Jackson’s actions to stand uncensored would mark “a triumph of the military over the civil
authority … a triumph over the constitution of the land.”While a congressional probe failed to
produce a resolution of censure against Jackson for overstepping his authority, the questions
about Florida—like those about his marriage, his duels, and martial law in New Orleans—
provided Jackson’s political foes with much ammunition. There would be more than a few fights
over these issues in the 1820s, a decade in which Andrew Jackson moved from the front lines of
the South and West to the trenches of national politics.THE DIARY OF a young woman from
South Carolina who spent two days at the Hermitage with Jackson and Rachel in September



1827, a year before his election as president and her death, offers an intimate account of the
Jacksons’ married life, of Rachel’s kindness, and of Jackson’s force of personality. The traveler,
Julia Ann Conner, was from a well-connected family, and she and her party arrived at the
Hermitage at dusk on Monday, September 3, 1827. As the visitors entered the front hall, they
looked up to see General and Mrs. Jackson coming down the main stairs. Jackson struck
Conner as a “venerable, dignified, fine-looking man, perfectly easy in manner.… Mrs. Jackson
received us with equal politeness.” Rachel led her guests into the drawing room for
refreshments, then took Conner out into the garden for a walk. At supper Jackson “pronounced
with much solemnity of manner a short grace and then performed the honors of the table with an
attentive politeness which usually characterizes a gentleman—everything was neat and elegant
—a complete service of French china, rich cut glass—damask napkins.”The house was filled
with history, and with tokens of tribute. The brace of pistols Lafayette had given to Washington
were on the mantelpiece, a gift to Jackson from the Washington family. “They are preserved with
almost sacred veneration,” Conner said, as was a small pocket spy glass of Washington’s. There
was a silver urn from South Carolina, a gold snuffbox from New York—all signs of respect to the
Hero of New Orleans.The Hero himself cast a kind of spell over Conner. “The manners of the
General are so perfectly easy and polished and those of his wife so replete with kindness and
benevolence that you are placed at once at ease,” she said.Conner owed Jackson a small debt:
he helped her at chess. She was playing another houseguest, and Conner recalled that Jackson
“stood at my side, and being an excellent player he frequently directed my moves—apparently
much interested in the fate of the game … there were no traces of the ‘military chieftain’ as he is
called!”This sketch of Jackson the tactician—a player of chess, a game that rewards strategy
and foresight—explains much about Jackson’s character. He could sometimes seem reckless,
but more often he was playing the games of politics and war with the kind of skill and patience
chess requires. And Conner was surely right when she observed that he was “much interested in
the fate of the game”—he was always interested in the fate of the game, or of the battle, or of the
vote.CONNER DETECTED SOMETHING in her few days under his roof that many of Jackson’s
foes never did: that he was far more than a frontier soldier. His enemies never quite saw that the
largest fact about Jackson was not a problem with his “passions”—the contemporary sense of
the word was “temper”—but his ability, more often than not, to govern them and harness the
energies that would have driven other, less sophisticated men to political ruin. “Sophisticated” is
not a word often used to describe Andrew Jackson, but it should be. The number of scandals
that threatened to consume him between his admission to the bar and his election to the White
House—martial law in New Orleans, the execution of mutineers in the field, invading Florida
arguably without proper authority, killing British subjects, his murky marriage, his slaying of
Charles Dickinson, the gunfight with the Bentons—would have ended most political careers.Yet
Jackson endured and conquered. He knew how to make amends when he had to and
possessed enough charm to turn longtime enemies into new friends. Jackson could, of course,
lapse into alarming violence, but he also had a capacity for political grace and conciliation when



the spirit moved him. In Washington in 1823–24, Jackson spent a few months as a senator from
Tennessee. Jackson needed to put as many hatreds and grudges as he could to rest in
preparation for the 1824 presidential campaign. Thomas Hart Benton—of the brawl with the
Benton brothers—was by then a senator from Missouri. He and Jackson served together on a
committee. Writing to Rachel, Jackson’s friend and Senate colleague John Henry Eaton
reported: “The General is at peace and in friendship with … Col. Benton: he is in harmony and
good understanding with every body, a thing I know you will be happy to hear.” Eaton was not
exaggerating. “His temper was placable as well as irascible, and his reconciliations were cordial
and sincere,” Benton said after Jackson’s death. “Of that, my own case was a signal instance.
After a deadly feud, I became his confidential adviser; was offered the highest marks of his favor;
and received from his dying bed a message of friendship, dictated when life was departing, and
when he would have to pause for breath.”Jackson could absorb the essence of a situation at a
glance. “The character of his mind was that of judgment, with a rapid and almost intuitive
perception, followed by an instant and decisive action,” said Benton. Was his “instant and
decisive action” always right? No—far from it. But behind his bluster lay a skill for controlling,
containing, and even erasing the damage his rashness could cause. “No man,” a longtime
Jackson intimate told James Parton, “knew better than Andrew Jackson when to get into a
passion and when not.” To manage conflicting forces of emotion and pragmatism is the rarest of
political gifts. For all the indictments to the contrary, Jackson had that gift—and used it to further
his own fortunes, and to secure the future of the nation. Faith in his ability to maneuver out of any
corner—to face down a man at twenty-four feet while blood leaked into his own boot, to save a
wounded arm after taking another bullet, to elude enemies in the forest, to arrest an outlaw, to
manipulate, usually from afar, congressional investigations—sustained him. “He was a firm
believer in the goodness of a superintending Providence, and in the eventual right judgment and
justice of the people,” said Benton. “I have seen him at the most desperate part of his fortunes,
and never saw him waver in the belief that all would come right in the end.”But how did he
transform himself from a “slobbering” young man lashing out at an unfair and largely uncaring
world to become what Henry Wise, the Virginia governor and an astute Jackson observer, called
a cool calculator? Part of the answer lies in the fact that his ambition to succeed was matched by
his intellectual capacity to realize that his anger would tend to block, not fuel, his rise. It is the
unusual human being who can identify and control particular impulses, but Jackson turned
himself into such a man in order to get what he wanted, which was a place among those at the
top, not the bottom, of life.He referred to his ability to manage his temper as his “Philosophy.”
When Rachel was under attack in the 1828 campaign, Jackson struggled to hold his anger in
check. “How hard it is to keep the cowhide from some of these villains,” he confided to John
Coffee. “I have made many sacrifices for the good of my country—but the present, being placed
in a situation that I cannot act, and punish those slanderers, not only of me, but Mrs. J. is a
sacrifice too great to be well endure[d] yet … I must bear with it.” Jackson strained to remain
calm. “My Philosophy is almost worn out,” he said as the campaign continued, “but all my



enemies expect is, to urge me to some rash action, this they cannot do until the election is over.”
Even then, Jackson would not give his foes the satisfaction of playing into the caricature of a
wild-eyed backwoodsman brandishing a whip and a pistol. He would turn a serene—and sad,
after Rachel’s death, but still serene—face to the country.In doing so Jackson mirrored a
national phenomenon. Control over how one appeared to the rest of the world was a subject of
popular concern in the America of Jackson’s time, and he was in many ways an example of a
recognizable type: a man from the bottom rungs of society on the rise and in search of a code of
manners. “What makes the gentleman?” had once been a topic of debate between Andrew and
an uncle of his on a rainy day in Waxhaw. “The boy said, Education; the uncle, Good Principles,”
a son of the uncle recalled to James Parton.They were both right: principles presumably flowed
from education, whether or not the education came in a classroom. For all of the Founders’ talk
about equality and natural rights and the evils of monarchy and aristocracy, Americans were
obsessed with marks of class distinction from colonial days. It began, in a way, with the greatest
Founder of all: as a schoolboy, George Washington filled part of an exercise book with one
hundred and ten Rules of Civility and Decent Behavior in Company and Conversation. General
Daniel Smith, Andrew Donelson’s maternal grandfather, advised young men in his family to
consult Lord Chesterfield’s Letters, a kind of manners manual written by Philip Stanhope, the
Earl of Chesterfield. The essence of Chesterfield was to make oneself pleasant and genial but to
be forever wary of others. Jackson, who believed in self-mastery, certainly spoke in such terms.
“You cannot have forgotten the advice I give to all my young friends,” Jackson wrote an
acquaintance in 1826, “that is to say, as they pass through life have apparent confidence in all,
real confidence in none, until from actual experience it is found that the individual is worthy of it—
from this rule I have never departed.… When I have found men mere politicians, bending to the
popular breeze and changing with it, for the self-popularity, I have ever shunned them, believing
that they were unworthy of my confidence—but still treat them with hospitality and
politeness.”This is deft Machiavellian—and Chesterfieldian—counsel. Trust no one except those
who have proved themselves, yet never let those who have failed the test know that when they
look at you, they are looking at a mask, not at your true self. Life, Jackson was saying,
particularly political life, can be theatrical—an exercise in assessing other people’s minds and
motives and then designing your own response with an awareness of the gulf between
appearance and reality. It was Chesterfield’s creed, and Jackson subscribed to it.CHAPTER 3A
MARRIAGE, A DEFEAT,AND A VICTORYTHE YEAR 1824 was pivotal for Jackson and his
family. It was the year Jackson first ran for president, and the year Emily and Andrew Donelson
married. Raised in comfort but far from spoiled, Emily and Andrew, well-educated and well-
mannered, began their married lives with high expectations. Jackson thought Donelson a likely
president; Emily impressed those around her. “Emily, it is hoped, will make a fine woman and I
know her to be more than ordinarily smart,” her sister remarked. Their lives were already
interwoven with politics. Educated at West Point, Transylvania University, and Nashville’s
Cumberland College, Andrew Donelson delivered a July Fourth oration at Nashville in the



summer of 1824, and he spoke like an aspiring statesman—a bit floridly and overlong, perhaps,
but he was young, and there was time to learn. In his uncle he had the best of
teachers.According to family tradition, Donelson was eighteen, on his way to West Point, when
he found his heart stirring for the redheaded Emily, then just ten. She was leaving her log
schoolhouse on Lebanon Road, heading for home, which was known as “the Mansion” in the
family. Donelson happened across the schoolchildren. “On the way, a stream had to be waded or
crossed on a narrow log,” a family chronicler wrote. “Other children got over as best they could,
but not so Princess Emily, for her Fairy Prince took her in his arms, restoring her to earth on the
other side. In later years Donelson related that he realized then that he loved her.” By 1823, the
love affair was evident, and Jackson began singling Emily out for his regards in letters to
Donelson. “Present me affectionately to Miss E.,” he wrote in January 1824.Jackson trusted
Donelson. “I sincerely thank you for your attention to my business,” Jackson wrote his nephew
from Washington in April 1824. “I assure you it gives me pleasure to find that my private
concerns are kept so snug and all my debts paid, and accounts so nearly closed.”Flattering
Donelson, Jackson told him: “I hold no correspondence with any one but yourself.… I will have to
bring you on with me; I have been this winter at a great Loss for some confidential friend to aid
me.” To be with Jackson probably meant a move to Washington, for his presidential prospects
looked strong. According to family tradition, it was this letter, in the spring of 1824, that prompted
Donelson to propose to Emily.He did not want to go to the capital without her as his bride. After
reading his uncle’s summons to duty, Donelson went to Emily and, in a conversation at the
Mansion, the two realized they had reached a turning point. Rachel and Andrew Jackson helped
things along. “Romance was not a stranger to Rachel’s heart, and she had watched with the
greatest interest the growing fondness between Andrew and Emily and had encouraged its
development,” noted the family chronicler. “She would send the young lovers out to walk under
the tall poplars, or to sit together under the vine-covered bower in her garden.” Andrew and Emily
became engaged in Rachel’s Hermitage garden. A September date was set.Jackson was
delighted with the match. The Donelsons were the kind of young people he loved to have with
him: smart, attractive, loyal. As a wedding gift Jackson gave them a large tract of land within a
mile of the Hermitage. Weeks after the wedding, performed at the Mansion by the Reverend
William Hume, they would be on the road with Aunt and Uncle Jackson, heading to Washington.
From their experiences on the journey, it is clear that their married life began as it would go on:
marked by politics, drama, and risk.Just a few days from Nashville, outside Harrodsburg,
Kentucky, they all nearly died in a serious carriage accident. “The tongue snapped at the top of a
very steep and rocky hill, and it was by the interposition of divine Providence that our lives were
spared,” Emily wrote home. By the next day, though, “a splendid ball” at Lexington had lifted their
spirits, and it was on to Washington, where an amazed Emily watched Lafayette and Jackson
greet each other at their lodgings.Between scenes of great men saluting each other, evenings
“crowded with company,” and “boarding at an excellent house,” Emily was finding life with Uncle
congenial. “We are very comfortably situated here. We live very well [and] have everything in



abundance,” she wrote to her mother in December 1824. “Everything,” she added, “was new and
interesting to me.”Emily and Andrew spent their Sundays at the more fashionable Episcopal
church rather than the Presbyterian and Methodist ones Rachel frequented; for Rachel it was
another sign of the capital’s dissipated ways. “Much visiting in the grandest Circles in the City,”
Emily’s father wrote of the young couple’s initial journey to the capital. “I am afraid it will spoil
Emily and Andrew.” The Donelsons enjoyed themselves, going to plays such as Virginias; or,
The Liberation of Rome and The Village Lawyer. “The extravagance is in dressing and running to
parties,” Rachel wrote home. He kept quiet about it, but Jackson’s own view of life in the city had
more in common with the young people’s than it did with his wife’s. In 1824–25, however, politics
was more consuming than parties, and Jackson was losing.JACKSON’S MOST SIGNIFICANT
rivals in national politics in the 1820s and 1830s were formidable men. There was John C.
Calhoun, the tall, thin, Yale-educated South Carolinian with a brilliant mind and a weakness for
the cause of states’ rights and for the preservation of slavery. There was Henry Clay of Kentucky,
a man not unlike Jackson—a frontier lawyer with a taste for gambling and strong drink who rose
in the world through government service, became master of a great house in Lexington,
Ashland, and was driven by presidential ambitions. A career politician, Clay saw the emerging
power of the West and longed to be its voice—and its first son to live in the White House. There
was John Quincy Adams, the son of the first President Adams, a scholarly diplomat and
legislator whose social shyness masked a bold vision of national destiny: he championed,
among other things, a proposed American university and great internal construction projects.
And there was Andrew Jackson.There were, at the same time, more and more ordinary people
to think of, as more and more ordinary people—all male, to be sure, and all white—shared in the
extension of the right to vote. By 1828, nearly all states had essentially universal male suffrage.
The result: a surge in eligible voters, many with an economic stake in the future of the country. In
1828 and 1832, the years of Jackson’s White House victories, record numbers of such
Americans cast ballots. Turnout rose from 27 percent in 1824 to 57 percent in 1828.The men
who gathered in Philadelphia in 1787 had not been interested in establishing the rule of the
majority. Quite the opposite: The Federalist and the debates on the floor of the Constitutional
Convention largely concerned how the new nation might most effectively check the popular will.
Hence the Electoral College, the election of senators by state legislatures, and limited suffrage.
The prevailing term for America’s governing philosophy was republicanism—an elegant
Enlightenment-era system of balances and counterweights that tended to put decisive power in
the hands of elites elected, at least in theory, by a country of landowning yeomen. The people,
broadly defined, were not to be trusted with too much power.This creed, best articulated by
James Madison and Alexander Hamilton, lay at the heart of presidential politics in the first
decades of the nineteenth century, years in which a small establishment in the capital essentially
decided on its own who would have the chance to live in the White House. Nominees were
chosen by congressional caucuses on Capitol Hill (called “King Caucus”), and the men who
were nominated to run tended to be secretaries of state from Virginia or Massachusetts. It was a



tidy, insular way to choose a president, and it lasted for more than a quarter of a century.Then
came 1824. In a four-way race between Jackson, Secretary of State John Quincy Adams,
Speaker of the House Henry Clay, and Secretary of the Treasury William Crawford, Jackson led
in the popular vote for president, but no candidate had the necessary Electoral College majority,
so the contest went to the House of Representatives. There Jackson lost.The reason: Henry
Clay. In one of the defining rivalries of the age, Clay hated Jackson and Jackson hated Clay. Clay
feared that a man of Jackson’s temperament might turn the Republic into a dictatorship and said
that he, for one, could not see how “killing two thousand five hundred Englishmen at New
Orleans qualifies for the difficult and complicated business of the chief magistracy.” After the
resolution of the 1824 election, Jackson believed Clay, as he put it to Sam Houston, “certainly
the basest, meanest scoundrel that ever disgraced the image of his God.”Amid the maneuvering
in the House, Clay, not surprisingly, decided to support Adams. The Jacksonian argument that
Clay’s duty lay with backing the people’s choice—Jackson, of course—carried no weight with
Clay. Writing from the Senate floor on Monday, January 24, 1825, Jackson said, with some
bitterness: “It shows the want of principle in all concerned.… It will give the people a full view of
our political weathercocks here, and how little confidence ought to be reposed in the professions
of some great political characters.” The election took place on Wednesday, February 9,
1825.Five days later Clay accepted Adams’s offer to become secretary of state, the office from
which presidents seemed to spring, further infuriating Jackson. Briefing William Lewis, Jackson
called Clay “the Judas of the West” and added, “his end will be the same.” He became
convinced that Clay had sold his votes to Adams in exchange for the Cabinet appointment, and
Jackson’s fury at this alleged “corrupt bargain” never abated. “If at this early period of the
experiment of our Republic, men are found base and corrupt enough to barter the rights of the
people for proffered office, what may we not expect from the spread of this corruption hereafter,”
Jackson told Lewis. Washington, Rachel said, was a “terrible place.”That the election unfolded
according to the letter of the Constitution did not matter to Jackson. The way he saw it, the son
of a president, Adams, had struck a deal with the Speaker of the House, Clay, to elevate Adams,
then the secretary of state, to the presidency. Though much may have been implied between
them, the likely truth is that Clay and Adams did not reach an explicit deal. Clay’s antipathy for
Jackson was already consuming, and so the Kentuckian’s decision to support Adams made the
most political logic; for Adams, Clay, as a prominent and skillful lawmaker from an important
state, was an obvious choice for secretary of state. No explanation would satisfy Jackson,
however: he thought the country was watching the founding of a dynastic line that could
perpetuate itself despite the wishes of the people.BUT THERE WAS nothing he could do. The
campaign was over. On the evening of the day on which he had lost the presidency, Jackson
appeared at a party given by President Monroe at the White House. President-elect Adams, an
observer noted, was “by himself; General Jackson had a large, handsome lady on his arm.”
Coming upon each other, neither man immediately moved. Adams and Jackson held each
other’s stare. Here, feet apart, on a Washington winter’s evening, with the capital’s elite swirling



around them, stood two of the most powerful men in the nation. Adams had been born with
everything, Jackson with nothing. Yet it was Jackson, not Adams, who met the moment with
skill.“How do you do, Mr. Adams?” Jackson said cheerily, extending his free hand. “I give you my
left hand, for the right, as you see, is devoted to the fair: I hope you are very well, sir.”“Very well,
sir; I hope General Jackson is well,” Adams replied, an eyewitness said, “with chilling coldness.”
“It was curious to see the western planter, the Indian fighter, the stern soldier, who had written
his country’s glory in the blood of the enemy at New Orleans,” recalled an observer, “genial and
gracious in the midst of a court, while the old courtier and diplomat was stiff, rigid, cold as a
statue!”Jackson moved through the party and back to his hotel as Washington hummed with
reports of his grace in the face of his foe. “You have, by your dignity and forbearance under all
these outrages, won the people to your love,” a friend wrote Jackson. Still, it was an unhappy
conclusion to the campaign and, in the family circle, to Andrew and Emily’s honeymoon. Jackson
paid the boarding bill at the hotel—between the dinners and the wine, brandy, whiskey, and
champagne, the total came to $86.25—and he and his family left for Tennessee.He would be
back. “Genl. Jackson’s friends have made, and are still making, very great efforts to place him in
the Chair,” said Daniel Webster in 1827. “He is a good soldier and I believe a very honest man,
but some of us think him wholly unfit for the place to which he aspires. Military achievement
however, is very visible and [has] palpable merit, and on this account the Genl. is exceedingly
popular, in some of the States.”The force driving Jackson after 1824: a belief in the primacy of
the will of the people over the whim of the powerful, with himself as the chief interpreter and
enactor of that will. The idea and image of a strong president claiming a mandate from the voters
to unite the nation and direct the affairs of the country from the White House took permanent
root in the Age of Jackson. “I have great confidence in the virtue of a great majority of the people,
and I cannot fear the result,” Jackson wrote in 1828. As long as the government heeds the
popular will, Jackson said, “the republic is safe, and its main pillars—virtue, religion and morality
—will be fostered by a majority of the people.”IN JACKSON’S ERA America was moving from a
way of life based on farms to one fundamentally linked to a larger industrialized economy.
Railroads, canals, and roads were tying the country together. Factories were growing,
manufacturing burgeoning. When Jackson became president, the railroad was hardly more than
a dream; by the end of the 1830s, there were 3,200 miles of track. The cotton textile workforce
more than tripled from 1820 to 1840, and the number of iron wage earners increased fivefold.
Immigration, much of it from Great Britain and Ireland, rose steadily in Jackson’s White House
years, from twenty-seven thousand in 1828 to eighty thousand in 1837. Regular transatlantic
steamship travel began in 1838.The Jackson years were also roiled by conversations and
controversies about race, religion, immigrants, and the role of women. In 1829, the year Jackson
took office, David Walker, the son of a slave, published his Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of
the World, a popular pamphlet that worried Southern slaveowners and inspired abolitionists. The
blacks of the United States, wrote Walker, were “the most degraded, wretched, and abject set of
beings that ever lived since the world began, and I pray God that none like us ever may live



again until time shall be no more.” If an “attempt” was made by blacks for liberty, Walker said, the
slaves should feel justified to take up arms. “Now, I ask you, had you not rather be killed than to
be a slave to a tyrant, who takes the life of your mother, wife and dear little children? … Believe
this, that it is no more harm for you to kill a man, who is trying to kill you, than it is for you to take
a drink of water when thirsty.” From 1829 to 1837, there were slave disturbances, revolts, or
conspiracies in Kentucky, Virginia, Mississippi, Missouri, and Louisiana. From 1830 to 1835,
Louisiana, Georgia, Virginia, Alabama, South Carolina, and North Carolina passed laws
prohibiting teaching slaves to read. In 1831, William Lloyd Garrison began publishing the
Liberator.It was a time of reform and new thinking. In 1830, the first tract on birth control in North
America, Moral Physiology, was published, and in 1833 Oberlin College, in Ohio, was founded—
the first American college to be open to blacks and whites, men and women. In these decades
the American Journal of Science and Arts explored chemistry, geology, zoology, botany, and
mineralogy, and by the middle of the nineteenth century “scientists” were distinct from
“philosophers.” During Jackson’s years in power liberal arts colleges were founded at more than
twice the rate of the previous decade.It was also an age of great faith and of militant atheism.
Evangelical fervor was a constant force, with revivals making converts to Christianity by the
thousands. In upstate New York the young Joseph Smith believed he was told by an angel to
restore the Church of Jesus Christ, and so the Mormon faith was born. “There is no country in
the world where the Christian religion remains a greater influence over the souls of men than in
America,” Alexis de Tocqueville wrote. Taking advantage of the nation’s liberty of conscience,
skeptics and doubters spoke out against the pious temper of the time. For eight days in
Cincinnati in April 1829, two men—the evangelical Alexander Campbell and the atheist Robert
Owen—faced off in a public debate pitting Christianity against atheism. Frances Trollope, a
writer and mother of the novelist Anthony Trollope, was there. “All this I think could only have
happened in America,” she said.In domestic politics, the familiar divisions since the Founding
between Federalists and Democratic-Republicans—or, to put it in personal terms, between
adherents of Alexander Hamilton and adherents of Thomas Jefferson—had broken down, with
the Federalists largely extinct and the Jeffersonians turning into the Republicans, a hodgepodge
of competing political and regional interests gathered under one broad label. By 1820, the year
President James Monroe, a Jeffersonian, was seeking a second term, the party of Hamilton
failed to field a candidate. Monroe ran unopposed.LIKE MOST SIGNIFICANT historical shifts,
the rise of democracy is a complex phenomenon, and its causes and effects extend far beyond
a single man. But it was Jackson who gave voice and force at the highest levels to America’s
ever-widening hopes and aspirations. Democracy was making its stand.In his own mind,
Jackson was a figure of Jeffersonian restoration—an Old Republican, in the vernacular of the
time, as opposed to a Federalist. To people like Jackson, “Republican” connoted Jefferson,
states’ rights, and the citizenry; “Federalist” evoked images of Hamilton, a central government,
and an aristocracy. In the battles of George Washington’s two administrations, the task of
opposing the Federalist vision of a country governed more by the elites than by the people had



fallen to Jefferson, who liked to think he represented an understanding of liberty that put as
much power as possible closer to the states and to the people—really, the yeomanry—than to
large, distant, and more easily corrupted national institutions. Yet to recall the conflict between
the Federalist Alexander Hamilton and the Democratic-Republican Thomas Jefferson as a clear-
cut matter of big versus small government, or federal power versus states’ rights, or a strong
presidency versus a dominant Congress, is overly simplistic and misses critical nuances. Yes,
Jefferson philosophically believed in a smaller federal establishment, in the rights of the states,
and in congressional supremacy. In practice, however, he cheerfully extended the role of the
executive to, among other things, acquiring the Louisiana territory. He was an energetic president
—more so than his immediate predecessor, Adams, or the men who, until 1829, followed him in
the office.Jackson took the Jeffersonian vision of the centrality of the people further, and he took
Jefferson’s view of the role of the president further still. To Jackson, the idea of the sovereignty of
the many was compatible with a powerful executive. He saw that liberty required security, that
freedom required order, that the well-being of the parts of the Union required that the whole
remain intact. If he felt a temporary resort to autocracy was necessary to preserve democracy,
Jackson would not hesitate. He would do what had to be done. In this he set an example on
which other presidents would draw in times of national struggle. There were moments, Abraham
Lincoln argued during the Civil War, when “measures otherwise unconstitutional might become
lawful by becoming indispensable to the preservation of the Constitution through the
preservation of the nation.” It was a Jacksonian way of looking at the world.IN NOVEMBER
1828, Jackson won 56 percent of the popular vote, defeating Adams in the Electoral College by
a margin of 178 to 83. Jackson’s partisans thrilled to the news; their devotion was deep. “The
Hickory is a tall, graceful tree, indigenous to America,” wrote the Argus of Western America, the
paper edited by Amos Kendall, who would hand it over to Francis Preston Blair to come to
Washington. “It yields gracefully to the gale of spring, and bows in whispers to the breath of
autumn, but when the storms of winter invade the forest, it presents its recoiling strength to the
blast, and saves its frailer neighbors from the fury of the storm.”Clay watched in horror from the
State Department. That the election would even be close, Clay remarked to Webster, was
“mortifying and sickening to the hearts of the real lovers of free Government.” When Jackson’s
victory became clear, Clay thought “no greater calamity” had struck the United States “since we
were a free people.”In the first weeks of 1829, Clay began thinking about his own campaign to
defeat Jackson in four years’ time—and, for a moment, Jackson’s opponents thought
providence might save them from “the People’s President” altogether. There were reports that
Jackson was sick, too sick, possibly, to live long. There were even suggestions that he, not
Rachel, had died. “On Wednesday morning, we were waked with the rumour of the death of the
Hero, which put the City generally into a state of great consternation,” Louisa Catherine Adams,
the wife of John Quincy Adams, wrote to their son Charles Francis on Sunday, February 1. Mrs.
Adams’s intelligence was wrong, but the establishment held out some hope. “The rumour of
Genl. J’s death has subsided,” Webster wrote a friend. “My own private opinion, however, still is,



that he is very ill, and I have my doubts whether he will ever reach this place.”Jackson, however,
arrived safely in Washington on Wednesday, February 11, 1829. He was not entirely well—he
never was—and, Emily said, had “a very bad cough and has been a good deal troubled with
headache and fever.”Cannon fire and a marching band were supposed to greet his arrival, but
instead Jackson slipped into town quietly. Alfred Mordecai, a West Point contemporary of
Andrew Donelson’s, was in Washington and happened to see Jackson through his window that
morning. It was a humble train, Mordecai said, “a plain carriage drawn by two horses followed by
a single black servant.” Mordecai was struck by the gulf between the emotions Jackson aroused
and the reality of the president-elect’s little party. A man alternately hailed as a “demigod and
Hero” and denounced as a “tyrant,” Mordecai recalled, arrived without ceremony: “What a
spectacle must this present to those who have had opportunities of seeing the entrance of
European potentates into their capitals to take possession of their thrones.”Once in the capital,
Jackson was the center of a swirl of office seekers in a suite at John Gadsby’s National Hotel, at
Sixth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue. From across the city, Clay called them a “motley host of
greedy expectants.” Nearer at hand, Emily veered between her sickbed and society. “My health
was so bad,” she told her sister in a letter home, “I was scarcely able to keep out of bed one half
of my time.” But she discharged her social duties. “Owing to the death of our dear aunt and our
being in mourning,” Emily reported, she avoided most parties but stayed “very busy” with “so
many visits to return.”Andrew Donelson and William Lewis were busy sorting out real friends
from opportunists. Major William Polk, who had fought in South Carolina during the Revolution,
was an old friend and genuine caller, and Donelson noted how Jackson, on shaking hands with
Polk, was transported back to a skirmish against Tarleton. “ ‘My dear old friend, how glad I am to
see you!’ ” Donelson recalled Jackson saying. “ ‘I fancy I can see your red face during Tarleton’s
raid upon the Waxhaw settlement, when you and I were running down the lane, closely pursued
by the British cavalry!’ ”JACKSON’S CABINET CHOICES (Martin Van Buren for state, John
Eaton for war, Samuel Ingham for Treasury, John Branch for the navy, John Berrien for attorney
general, and William Barry for postmaster general) struck many as underwhelming, and the
private circle of advisers (Donelson, Lewis, and Amos Kendall of Kentucky among them)
produced similar worries.Kendall personified much of what the Washington establishment
feared about Jackson and his men. Born in Massachusetts in 1789, Kendall grew up poor, went
to Dartmouth, and eventually moved to Kentucky, where he practiced law, served as a
postmaster, tutored Henry Clay’s children, began to edit a newspaper (the Argus), and became
a fervent advocate for Jackson. Moving to Washington with the new administration, Kendall
officially became fourth auditor of the Treasury; unofficially he was a thoroughly political animal
who advised the president and promoted the White House’s causes in the capital and beyond.
He was what later generations would call a networker. At a wedding party shortly after his arrival
in Washington, Kendall met Major General Alexander Macomb, the head of the army. “He is very
sociable, and I was surprised to find him a Jackson man,” Kendall wrote to his wife. “He
promised to call and see me, and I hope to find him a valuable acquaintance.” Like many of



Jackson’s other allies, Kendall was an unknown quantity in Washington. They formed, Webster
said, “a numerous Council about the President elect; and if report be true, it is a Council which
only ‘makes that darker, which was dark enough before.’ ”Accustomed to wearing the mask of
command, Jackson appeared serene, dignified, even regal. Emily wrote that he “always goes
through everything ‘like a hero.’ ” In interviews between the president-elect and visitors seeking a
job, wrote the anti-Jackson Daily National Intelligencer, “a courteous and dignified decorum is
observed,” which prompted the paper to say archly, “Citizens who visit the President must not fall
into the egregious error of supposing that they may treat him as the Farmer of Tennessee, or the
unpretending republican.”While her husband worked with Jackson on the preparations for the
new administration, Emily rallied from her sickbed and went shopping with Mary Eastin. The two
women splurged on expensive cologne, soap, jewelry, good black veils, and yards of black satin
at Abbott’s, a chic Washington store. The inauguration was scheduled for the East Front of the
Capitol at noon on Wednesday, March 4, 1829.WASHINGTON WAS UNSEASONABLY frigid the
week before Jackson took office. “There has not been a warm day since I came here, although I
have often seen the peach trees in blossom in February,” Webster wrote his sister on Monday,
March 2, 1829. “The ground is still covered with snow, the river hard frozen, and the weather
steadily cold.” But the chilly spell broke and the capital thawed on the morning of the fourth.
Winter, for the moment, gave way to spring.Recording some “small gossiping anecdotes” in his
diary, John Quincy Adams reported how “indignant” a Jackson caller had been when introduced
to the president-elect “as an Aristocrat.” Democracy was in; elitism was out. New forces were
being unleashed and new paths taken. “When he comes, he will bring a breeze with him,”
Webster said of Jackson. “Which way it will blow, I cannot tell.” He was not the only
one.CHAPTER 4YOU KNOW BEST, MY DEARAT THE WHITE House, President Adams was
dour in defeat. “He seems to have been in bad health,” Leonidas Polk, an Episcopal seminarian
in Alexandria, Virginia, wrote home after a visit with Adams. Henry Clay, meanwhile, was ill, lying
on a sofa in his drawing room at Decatur House, the three-story brick town house across from
the White House. When Margaret Bayard Smith, a chronicler of Washington life who had lived in
the capital since 1800, called on Clay, he was “scarcely able to sit up … very pale, his eyes sunk
in his head and his countenance sad and melancholy.” At the Clays’ and elsewhere, belongings
were being boxed and set in straw to make way for the Jacksonians. To many in established
Washington—a city and a culture of nearly three decades’ standing, with roots stretching to the
first Adams and to Jefferson—Jackson’s arrival signaled the destruction of the rule of the nation
in an atmosphere of geniality and gentility.Taking up his presidential duties, Jackson thought the
country was suffering from a crisis of corruption. If virtue was central to the well-being of the
nation, then corruption and selfishness were corrosive, and could be fatal. By corruption,
Jackson did not mean only scandal and mismanagement. He meant it in a broader sense: in the
marshaling of power and influence by a few institutions and interests that sought to profit at the
expense of the whole. He was not against competition in the marketplace of goods and ideas.
Like the Founders, he believed in vigorous debate, and like Adam Smith, he put his faith in the



capacity of free individuals to work out their destinies. But he was very much against the special
deal or the selfish purpose, and he was very much in favor of his own role as defender of the
many and protector of the nation. In Washington, he was intent on dismantling the kind of
permanent federal establishment that created a climate in which, in his view, insiders such as
John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay could thrive no matter what the people beyond Washington
wanted.Jackson worried about the power of the Second Bank of the United States, an institution
that held the public’s money but was not subject to the public’s control, or to the president’s.
Presided over by Nicholas Biddle—brilliant, arrogant, and as willful in his way as Andrew
Jackson was in his—the Bank, headquartered in a Greek Revival building on Chestnut Street in
Philadelphia, was a rival interest that, Jackson believed, made loans to influence elections, paid
retainers to pro-Bank lawmakers, and could control much of the nation’s economy on a whim.IN
SOUTH CAROLINA, Jackson knew, the state’s cotton and rice planters had been driven nearly
mad by fears of slave rebellions. The previous decade had suggested one avenue: nullification.
An early test of federal authority by South Carolina occurred after a slave conspiracy, perhaps
led by Denmark Vesey, in 1822. International treaties allowed black seamen who docked in
Charleston to come ashore and visit other blacks, but when it emerged that visiting sailors had
possibly played a role in the plot, South Carolina ordered that black seamen had to be jailed
while their ships were in port. Supreme Court Justice William Johnson, who had circuit authority
over the state, ruled the law unconstitutional, but South Carolina continued to jail the sailors. The
state was motivated by a fundamental fear: slave violence. According to the state senate, the
“duty to guard against insubordination or insurrection” was “paramount to all laws, all treaties, all
constitutions.” Washington decided not to force matters—and South Carolina thus overrode
federal authority.The state had remained unsettled throughout the decade. South Carolina was
in economic trouble, its whites were wary of slave rebellion, and protective national tariffs
agitated the state even more. (Cotton prices were falling for a variety of reasons, but the tariffs,
which protected American manufacturing, were a handy target, for the duties drove up prices
agrarian states had to pay for things produced in manufacturing states and lowered demand
abroad for Southern cotton.) Their fury had led to talk of more nullification—they recalled their
de facto victory in the case of the black seamen—and perhaps secession. Thomas Cooper, the
president of South Carolina College, stated the matter succinctly in 1827: the time may be at
hand, he said, when the state would have “to calculate the value of the Union, and ask of what
use to us is this most unequal alliance.” For the hotheads things grew even less equal in 1828,
when Congress passed, and President Adams signed, what became known as the Tariff of
Abominations. The measure raised duties from 33 percent to 50 percent. The tariffs hurt, but
should be seen as only one of several forces that led the state to consider shattering a union that
seemed at best indifferent and at worst hostile to South Carolina’s way of life. The chief issue
was the core of that way of life: slavery.The sense of powerlessness in South Carolina was wide
and deep. In a pair of letters written to Calhoun in April and May, Francis W. Pickens of
Edgefield, South Carolina—a lawyer-planter and future legislator and governor—expressed a



kind of romantic regional pride as he worried about the South’s ability to protect its interests. It
was, Pickens said, “with the most melancholy feelings that I look on a great and gallant people,
sacrificed by a government over which they have practically at present no restrictive power”—a
state of things that left open possibilities of further taxation and even the abolition of slavery. “I
believe after a series of years that no government that has the power to collect taxes and declare
war, can be restrained but by a display of sufficient power to break it up,” Pickens said. Such
harsh words seem to have made Calhoun—still very much hoping to preside over the Union
from the White House—uncomfortable, for he lectured Pickens about the dangers of
“revolutionary” talk. Pickens denied that he was thinking of the government’s immediate
destruction but did not waver from asserting that force, or the threat of force, should always be
an option. He was a pragmatic man, telling Calhoun “that there can be but very little practical
effect produced by any thing short of a display of real power.”IN THE VAST stretches of Indian
land, particularly in the Southwest, Jackson saw a monumental task: the removal of Native
Americans to lands west of the Mississippi. It was, said Congressman Edward Everett of
Massachusetts, “the greatest question which ever came before Congress, short of the question
of peace and war.” Jackson believed in removal with all his heart, and by refusing to entertain
any other scenario, he was as ferocious in inflicting harm on a people as he often was in
defending the rights of those he thought of as the people. To Jackson the interests of whites
were paramount in the removal question. To those who argued for Indian rights, he justified his
course by arguing that removal would guarantee the survival of the tribes, which would
otherwise be wiped out, and by asserting that coexistence was impossible. In an 1833 book
entitled Indian Wars of the West, Timothy Flint summed up the arguments of those in favor of
removal: “Collisions, murders, escapes of fugitive slaves, and the operations of laws and usages
so essentially different, as those of the white and red people, will forever keep alive between the
contiguous parties feuds, quarrels, and retaliations, which can never cease until one of the
parties becomes extinct.” Flint concluded that advocates of removal “see the race perpetuated in
opulence and peace in the fair prairies of the west. Here they are to grow up distinct red nations,
with schools and churches, the anvil, the loom, and the plough—a sort of Arcadian race
between our borders and the Rocky Mountains, standing memorials of the kindness and good
faith of our government.” But they would instead become reminders of the government’s
bloodthirstiness and of the American people’s greed. Removal was, however, of a piece with
Jackson’s broader vision of securing the country—even if he was securing it primarily for the
advancement of the interests of whites.IN THE CHURCHES and meeting rooms of
organizations such as the American Sunday School Union, in pulpits and pews, the leaders of
evangelical Christianity’s newly energetic campaign to bring religious precepts to public life were
eager to enlist Jackson in their ranks. Church and state, these Christians believed, should be
intertwined, arguing, in the words of a movement pamphlet entitled An Inquiry into the Moral and
Religious Character of the American Government, that “Without religion, law ceases to be law,
for it has no bond, and cannot hold society together.”In 1827 the Reverend Ezra Stiles Ely of



Philadelphia, a prominent Presbyterian minister and leader of the national church, called for the
formation of “a Christian Party in Politics.” While many religious believers pursued large moral
causes such as the abolition of slavery and justice for the Indians—causes that also attracted
secular supporters—many others sought to impose a narrower religious agenda on the rest of
the nation. Such Christians opposed travel and the transport and delivery of mail on the
Sabbath, as well as the testimony of nonbelievers in courts of law. In early 1829, Ely wrote
Jackson to pass along a letter from the Reverend Lyman Beecher of Boston, one of the great
ecclesiastical figures of the age, asking that Jackson not ride on Sundays en route to
Washington. Ely and Beecher hoped, they said, that “no Christian ruler of a Christian people
should do violence to his own professed, personal principles,” and Jackson, shrewdly, did not
travel on Sundays on the way to the capital unless he was on a steamboat. He would accede
that far but no further. He fought corruption in the public sphere, with political means, and left the
church free to do what it could by persuasion, not by fiat.Jackson was more anticlerical than
antireligious. Like bankers or entrenched incumbents, ministers created a layer between
Jackson and the people at large, and he hated such elite intermediaries. Believers were part of
the public; clergy were an interest with specific demands. Broadly put, the organized church was
beyond Jackson’s control, and that made him suspicious of its ministers and their motives.IN
KENTUCKY AND elsewhere, Jackson fretted about what were drily known as internal
improvements—projected roads and canals that were to be funded by the federal government.
The issue was at the heart of a philosophical argument. Was Washington’s role to be a limited
one, leaving such matters to the states except in truly national cases, or was the federal
government to be a catalyst in what was known as “the American System,” in which tariffs and
the sales of public lands funded federally sponsored internal improvements? As president,
Jackson favored the former, John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay the latter. Related, in
Jackson’s mind, was the issue of the national debt (the money owed by the federal government).
To him debt was dangerous, for debt put power in the hands of creditors—and if power was in
the hands of creditors, it could not be in the hands of the people, where Jackson believed it
belonged.
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D. Eppenstein, “Good Book. I am no fan of Andrew Jackson. I am also not a fan of Thomas
Jefferson but Jefferson's opinion that Jackson was unqualified to be president is one that I could
agree with, at least prior to reading this book. What I am is a fan of Jon Meacham and I was
curious as to why somebody like Meacham would have written about a man like Jackson.
Meacham is a Tennessee native but I have a hard time believing that this book was simply a
function of favorite son loyalty. In order to satisfy my curiosity I decided to read the book.The
book is limited to the 8 years Jackson spent in the White House but with some brief childhood
and background material offered as well. Since Jackson's rise to the presidency is based almost
exclusively on his military exploits at New Orleans during the War of 1812 whatever is worth
knowing about Jackson occurred during the years of his presidency. Because of its limited
scope, while biographical, this book it is not what many would consider a complete biography
but I think that point is arguable in this case. What Meacham gives the reader is a view of
Jackson's character and motivations. Whether you decide to like Jackson or not will probably
depend upon what he did in his 8 years of power and why he did what he did. The three major
events of Jackson's presidency were the Indian Removal, the Southern Nullification movement,
and the destruction of the National Bank. Meacham deals thoroughly with all three of these
events as well as the details of Jackson's White House family which is crucial to gaining an
understanding of this man. Understanding Jackson is what the reader can acquire from reading
this book and while you may not agree with what Jackson did understanding why he did it does
seem to mitigate the action.Jackson seem to get universal criticism for the Indian Removal and
its harshness. My reading of our relations with Native Americans has me concluding that if
Jackson hadn't done it somebody else would have and it might have been worse. What is hard
to accept are the conditions of the removal that resulted in about 25% of the participants dying
along the way. Jackson could have provided for a more humane relocation but did not which, as
Meacham notes, was contrary to the image of paternalism that Jackson relished and promoted
both as to the Indians as well as the American people in general. Meacham seems hard
pressed to understand how a man that considered himself a father figure and protector of the
Indians could not only expel them but do so under such brutal and cruel conditions.Jackson's
handling of the Nullification controversy clearly establishes him as a staunch defender of the
Union more than 25 years before the Civil War. While he was believed to be an explosive and
hotheaded person with no patience with opposition he exercised incredible wisdom and restraint
and prevented the outbreak of violence at a time when our Union might not have been able to
endure it. For this Jackson doesn't get enough credit. That he was able to exercise this manner
of behavior is probably, in great part, due to the family that he surrounded himself with while in
the White House. His wife died just after his election and he came to Washington while still in
mourning. He and his wife Rachel had no children of their own so Jackson brought members of
his wife's family to live with him in the White House. His 21 year old recently married niece Emily



acted as his hostess while her husband, Andrew Jackson Donelson, was Jackson's personal
secretary and would probably be considered his chief of staff in today's presidency. These
young people along with their children and other family members provided a calming and
anchoring effect on the president that he craved and valued. Meacham goes to some length to
stress the importance of family to Jackson and how this concept dominated his political views
and decisions. The family may also have reinforced . Jackson's domineering personality as he
was the head of this family and criticism or opposition to his leadership was considered
betrayal. All the members of this family understood this and catered to this man's every wish
and desire in order to maintain harmony for all concerned.I am still not a fan of Jackson. I
particularly do not like his belief that all three branches of government were entitled to form their
own opinions of the meaning of the Constitution and to act accordingly. Such an opinion would
have led to chaos and rendered the Supreme Court a meaningless advisory body at a time
when its authority had already been established by John Marshall. It was interesting to learn,
however, that Marshall became an admirer of Jackson's following the Nullification matter. I don't
think this book will change many opinions but it may temper some. What this book will provide is
an interesting treatment of a critical part of our history in the hands of an interesting and
controversial president.  Enjoy.”

G. Simms, “There's a reason this is a prize winner. Meacham is a great writer, and has overseen
excellent research. While there may be better full-on biographies of Jackson, this one certainly is
perhaps the best at focusing on how he changed the presidency, and Meacham makes a good
case for Jackson being the first really "modern" president, who saw it as a national office, as the
one person to represent all of the people. It's a little uncanny that this was written before the
most recent election, and one can understand why the new President (or perhaps his advisors)
are taken by Jackson: he fought against his own party almost as much as against the opposition,
he was a determined nationalist, was quick to defend Anerica's "honor" (as well as his own when
attacked, which was frequently). It's a good and timely read. I'd add a 5th star if there was a bit
more bio of his pre-presidency life.”

Tony Feeney, “Interesting but..... This book is enjoyable but maybe a bit too much interest in the
gossip around his later years .Would suggest you read it though, always difficult to assess
someone from a perspective of today, especially about his rather awful attitude to American
Native peoples.At least in Spanish America there was a viable opposition to these attitudes.”

jmw, “Four Stars. Well written but could probably do with a bit more background from outside the
White House.”

Phillipwh, “A Great Expose!. Jon Meacham was able to expose the goodness in Andrew
Jackson despite his horrible blindspot to Native Americans. A terrible and unforgiable blindspot



it was. There can never be toleration of such a blindspot - the Trail of Tears should continue to
touch us all! Andrew Jackson contributed much to the institution of the US Pressideny as it
seems he could rise above the restraints inherent in the office and not be servant to the Cabal
who might wish to control all things. Andrew Jacson was in some respects precursor to
Abraham Lincoln although much different in fundamental purpose. Both asserted their visions on
the nation. Andrew Jackson made signifigant contributions to common good and walked a lonely
path with strength and courage”

The book by Jon Meacham has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,538 people have provided feedback.
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